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The initial part of this paper presents “Physics for Algebraists” in the context 
of quantum mechanics combined with gravity. Such physical notions as the 
Yang-Baxter Equations, position observables, momentum space, momentum and 
position quantization, etc., are described. Many readers may wish to just read this 
initial part of the paper. The physics leads to the search for self-dual algebraic struc- 
tures and finally to non-commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebras by a 
bicrossproduct construction. The entire paper contains numerous examples. The 
non-commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebras are obtained as a 
simultaneous mash product and smash coproduct and denoted H,w Hz. Among 
the examples is one obtained by modifying the Weyl algebra. We also give the con- 
text in which the compatibility requirements on the structure maps reduce to the 
Classical Yang-Baxter Equations, and an example related to Drinfel’d’s double 
Hopf algebra D(H). e 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Readers who are primarily interested.in the presentation of physics for 
algebraists should turn immediately to Section 1.1, “Physics for 
Algebraists.” Such readers should skip the present section, which concen- 
trates on motivating the purely algebraic sections of the paper. 
From a purely algebraic point of view, this paper is motivated by the 
search for examples of self-dual algebraic structures. Heuristically, this 
search means in the first place to find a category with a dualising endo- 
functor such that some kind of Pontryagin duality theorem holds. The dual 
object should correspond in some way to representations of the original 
object. Then, in such a situation one would like to find examples of self- 
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dual objects. In general, one does not expect such nice results as in the 
categories of locally compact Abelian groups and finite Abelian groups. 
Hopf algebras provide a well-known example of a category with some of 
these features. The fundamental examples are obtained from the category of 
finite groups via functors k[ ] and k( ). Here k is a field, k[ ] the group 
convolution Hopf algebra, and k( ) the Hopf algebra of functions. One 
may check that in these cases, Hopf algebra duality correctly reduces to 
Pontryagin duality. Details are recalled among the preliminaries below. 
What are the self-dual objects in the category of k-Hopf algebras? The 
case of commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebras is well studied. 
These correspond closely to groups via the above functors. We are there- 
fore primarily interested in non-commutative and non-cocommutative 
examples. A fundamental problem in such a search is a general shortage of 
such examples, let alone self-dual ones. 
Section 1.1 motivates the search for self-dual algebraic structures in 
general, and Hopf algebras in particular. The context is the search for 
simple toy models of quantum mechanics combined with gravity. Related to 
this is a broader mathematical search for examples of non-commutatit:e 
geometries. This is explained in the second section, Section 1.2, “Non- 
commutative geometry and the Yang-Baxter Equations.” These sections 
are supplied entirely for motivation and not used explicitly in the paper. 
The basis of the physical picture amounts to a novel interpretation of 
semidirect product algebra as quantum mechanics on homogeneous 
spacetimes. In this way semidirect product algebras naturally arise. We will 
denote them by k[G,] K~ k(G,). Here G, is a finite group and SI an action 
on the set Gz. Since we are looking for self-dual Hopf algebra structures it 
is natural to try to define the algebra structure on the dual linear space also 
as a semidirect product structure. For this we assume that G, is also a 
group and acts back by an action /? on G, as a set. Equivalently one can 
view that /I induces a coaction of k(G,) on k[G,] and define the corre- 
sponding semidirect coproduct coalgebra which we denote k [ G L ] B >a k( G2). 
We then ask that the semidirect product by r and the semidirect 
coproduct by fl lit together to form a Hopf algebra. This puts a constraint 
on the pair (2, p). When the constraint is satisfied, the set k[G,]@k(G,) 
with the semidirect product algebra structure and semidirect coproduct 
coalgebra structure will be denoted k[G,lsw, k(G,). We call it the 
bisemidirect product or bicrossproduct Hopf algebra. Hopf algebraists also 
refer to the semidirect product as a smash product. The bicrossproduct 
Hopf algebra is of self-dual type (Theorem 2.2) and is non-commutative 
when Q is non-trivial, and non-cocommutative when p is non-trivial. There- 
fore when r and /I are non-trivial these Hopf algebras are not in the image 
of the functors k[ ] or k( ). The construction is in Section 2 along with 
some examples of suitable groups G,, G2 and actions a, 8. 
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It should be mentioned that the bicrossproduct structure has a little 
previous and independent history. Namely, following work of W. Singer it 
was used by [ 1 ] in the context of algebraic groups to show that a certain 
Hopf algebra of Taft and Wilson was of this form. The reference was 
communicated to the author some time after the original manuscript was 
written. Reference [l] should be consulted for further references. The 
reason for the revived interest is that the quantum mechanical interpretation 
leads to many new examples of Hopf algebras by exploiting the 
bicrossproduct construction. They are very different from the Hopf 
algebras already well known in connection with solving the Quantum 
Yang-Baxter Equations [Z]. These equations arise in a very different physical 
context but some speculation about a possible connection is included in 
Section 1.1. 
In Section 3 we ask the same question in the abstract category of k-Hopf 
algebras. When do the smash product algebra and smash coproduct 
coalgebra from a Hopf algebra (the bicrossproduct)? We obtain simple 
necessary and sufficient conditions for two Hopf algebras H,, H, to have 
a bicrossproduct H, w H,. These are understood via an abstract factoriza- 
tion property in terms of the universal properties of smash products and 
coproducts. We recover the case of H, cocommutative and H, com- 
mutative as for example in [ 11. We also recover the case of trivial action 
and its dual case previously studied in [3]. 
We are then able in the final section to describe related examples based 
on Lie algebras. We also describe a general example of the form H w Hop. 
Here H is any Hopf algebra with skew antipode, and Hop is the associated 
opposite Hopf algebra (this is H with the opposite product). The construc- 
tion is related to Drinfel’d’s “quantum double” Hopf algebra D(H). The 
latter is reviewed in Section 1.2. 
e denotes the neutral element of a group. 1 denotes both the identity 
element of an algebra A and the linear identity map. T denotes the twist 
map A 0 A -+ A @A. Elements of a tensor product space are denoted by 
the formal x notation; cf. [4]. 
Preliminaries 
By a k-coalgebra C we mean a vector space over k with a coproduct map 
A: C + CO C and a counit E: C + k. These obey axioms dual to the axioms 
of an algebra. Q always means Ok. A vector space H which is both an 
algebra and a coalgebra such that E and A are algebra maps is called a 
bialgebra. Here H@I H has the tensor product algebra structure. By Hopf 
algebra we shall mean a bialgebra H with a certain antipode map S: H + H. 
This is required to obey z (S(h,,,))h,,, = x h,,,S(h,,,) = l&(h), Vhe H. 
Here Ah=C hC,,@hf,,. We also need to assume on occasion a skew- 
antipode S’. This is defined by x (S’(h,,,))h,,,=C htz,S’(h(,,)= l&(h) so 
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that it is equivalent to the assumption that the bialgebra HOP, defined with 
the opposite product, is a Hopf algebra, and S’ is its antipode. H has a 
skew-antipode iff S is bijective. This holds if H is finite dimensional. During 
proofs the summation signs and excess brackets are omitted for clarity. The 
rest of the preface is a precise review of the functors k[ ] and k( ). 
Let G be a finite group. For the purposes of exposition we assume k is 
algebraically closed of characteristic zero. k[G] is a cocommutative Hopf 
algebra defined on the vector space over k whose basis is G. We shall write 
this vector space as the set of formal linear combinations of elements of G, 
(f = C,,. G f,u ( f,, E k 1. The algebra structure is defined by the group 
product, extended by linearity. The remaining structure is defined by 
Au=uQu. EM= l,, SU=U-‘. 1 =e, VUEG. 
Then k[ ] is the covariant functor defined by G H k[G] and morphisms 
mapped by linear extension of their values on (UE G). From k[G] the 
group G can be recovered as the group-like elements. For H a Hopf 
algebra, the group-like elements, Y(H), are defined by 
F?(H)= (f~HIAf=f@f.~(f)= lk). 
For H= k[G]: %(k[G]) z G. This provides a covariant equivalence 
between the category of finite groups and that of cosemisimple cocom- 
mutative finite dimensional k-Hopf algebras [S, Sect. 3.4.11. 
k(G) is a commutative Hopf algebra defined on Map(G, k) by 
f, ge k(G), (h)(s) =f(s) g(s), (Af)(s, t) =f(sf) 
4f) = f(e), (Sf)(s) =fW’), l(s) = 1, 
k( ) is the contravariant functor defined by G H k(G). From k(G) the 
group G can be recovered as the k-algebra morphisms into k; for Ha Hopf 
algebra consider the group 
(Mark-algebra (K k), (4$)(f) = (dQ$NAf)). 
For H = k(G): Mork.a,gebra (k(G), k) 2 G. Here and elsewhere “Mar” stands 
for morphism in the appropriate category. This provides a contravariant 
equivalence between the category of afline algebraic k-groups and that of 
reduced commutative finitely generated k-Hopf algebras [S, Sect. 4.2.11. 
These two Hopf algebras are dual as follows. In the present finite dimen- 
sional case, if H is a Hopf algebra, the dual Hopf algebra is the dual linear 
space H* with the structure 
vf, gEH, 4, ti~H*, (4$)(f )-= (&O$NA,f ). (&)(f 08) = 4(f .i, g) 
(%)(f I= &S,f ), dd)=4(1Hh l(f)=&,(f), 
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where we have adopted the identification 
p: H* @ H* 4 (HO H)*, (P(40 $))(f@g) =4(f) Jl(g). 
This is an isomorphism in the case of H finite dimensional. 
For example, 
k[G]* r/k(G), k(G)* zk[G] 
and if G is Abelian then 
where e is the Pontryagin dual group. Hence k(G) z k[G] and 
k[G] Z/C(~) (Fourier transforms). We see that Hopf algebra duality 
properly restricts to Pontryagin duality for the Hopf algebras correspond- 
ing to Abelian groups. 
After this it is natural to seek other examples of non-cocommutative and 
non-commutative Hopf algebras and to know the self-dual objects. In 
response to this question an obvious answer is 
k[G]@k(G)zk[Gx@k(~xG) (if G Abelian), 
where the left hand side now makes sense for non-Abelian G. 
In the remainder of the Introduction we shall need to borrow some ideas 
from the theory of C* algebras. A C* algebra is a type of topological 
algebra over @. The topology should be determined by a norm (I 11 with 
respect o which it is a complete. In addition, there should be an antilinear 
antialgebra map * (called the adjoint operation or involution) such that 
IIx*xII = IIxl12. Every C* algebra has a faithful representation as bounded 
operators on a Hilbert space [IS]. 
1.1. Physics for Algebraists 
This section provides the physical motivation for looking for self-dual 
algebraic structures. We define the term quantize used in the preface and 
give an interesting physical interpretation of Hopf algebra duality in this 
context. These ideas are not used directly in the Hopf algebra constructions 
in the paper. They are, however, the underlying motivation for the con- 
structions. Regarding quantization, the terms that we define formalise those 
used by physicists in the case of flat spacetime, but are defined in a co- 
ordinate invariant way that extends to the simplest curved spacetimes. This 
generalization is based on original work of the author [9]. Readers may 
wish to proceed directly to Section 1.2, where the Introduction continues 
with a description of some mathematical results of Drinfel’d and a discus- 
sion of non-commutative geometry. 
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1.1.1. Classical Mechanical SJstern (G, . M, LX) 
The physics to be formulated here is that of a particle moving on a 
homogeneous pacetime. The first step of the formulation is called classical 
mechanics. Here we employ the framework of Einstein in which gravita- 
tional forces are encoded in terms of Riemannian geometry. This means a 
manifold M (spacetime) equipped with an indefinite Riemannian metric g 
[7]. A classical particle is defined as a point (s. c) E TM. Here s E M is 
called the particle position and c E T,M is called the particle velocit~~. 
By definition, the particle evolves in time along geodesics of the metric. 
If the geodesic through s in direction L: is parametrized according to 
s(r) = exp,( tt:) then r is called proper time. 
A simple class of metrics, the ones on homogeneous Riemannian 
manifolds. arises as follows. Let A4 be a smooth manifold and r a smooth 
action of a Lie group G, on M. If G, is semisimple and x is transitive, then 
there is a natural metric g on M such that the geodesics through s are of 
the form 
Here g, denotes the Lie algebra of G, and the element < corresponds to a 
velocity D = ,xx,(s)r. Thus elements of g, label the geodesics of the motion 
and are called momentum obseroables. The labelling is degenerate since 
a*(s) need not be injective. This can be fixed by orthogonal projection 
to the complement of ker Z*(S) with respect to a suitable inner product 
on g,. Some relevant references are [7, Vol. II, Chap. X, Theorem 3.5, 
Corollary 3.6, Theorem 2.10, Proposition 2.4, and Corollary 2.51. 
For example, let M= G, = G be a semisimple Lie group and let c( be the 
left action defined by ax,(s) = US for all u, SE G. Then the corresponding 
induced metric is the intrinsic metric on G [7, Vol. I, Chap. IV]. The 
above reduces to the well-known fact that the geodesics through the identity 
are just the one-parameter subgroups generated by elements of the Lie 
algebra. A similar construction works in the non-semisimple case of W. 
For example, if G = [w” considered as an additive group, the Euclidean 
metric is induced by 
s(5) = a,;,,*(s). z,(s)=s+hu. 
Here f’r (Planck’s constant divided by 27~) and m (particle mass) are scale 
parameters introduced to allow greater flexibility in choice of units. If we 
wish to describe more than one particle, (s,, [,), (sz, rz), . . . . then these can 
be assigned different m, so that the particle geodesics flow at different rates 
for the same position and momentum data. This example (IW”, R”, a) is 
called rectilinear motion. 
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If a is not transitive, a*(s) is not surjective. Physically this just means 
that the particle is constrained to move only on some subset of M. For 
example, let M= R3, G, = SU(2), and Q be the action by the standard pro- 
jection of SU(2) to SO(3) acting in the defining representation on R3 (i.e., 
the action by rotations). Then the orbits are spheres and the induced 
metric is the standard spherical one. g, in this case is called the space of 
“angular momentum observables.” 
We shall only work with this simple class of metrics. For in this case the 
geometrical data are all encoded in the algebraic data (G,, M, r). In this 
purely algebraic setting we will be able to drop the restriction that G, be 
a Lie group and that M be a manifold. To do this, consider only rn = n E Z. 
The geodesics at such T, take the form 
s(n) = a,.(s), UEG,, n E Z, 
where u = exp 5 and t Egr the Lie algebra of G,. Thus we think of the 
points generated by u an element of finite group G, as a “geodesic” through 
s in the finite set M. 
One final point of notation remains to be explained. Instead of working 
directly with points in the manifold (or set) M, it is convenient to work 
dually with C=(M) (or k(M)). This is equivalent for if the values of all 
f~ C”(M) are known then there is a unique SE A4 such that the known 
value off isf(s) for allfs C”(M). The elements of C z (M) are called posi- 
tion obsewables. We continue to denote by r the induced action on this 
linear space. One can also regard the momentum observables g, E (gT)* as 
(linear) functions in this way. g: is then called momentum space. The pair 
g: x M is called the phase space. 
In the case where G, = M= G is a Lie group, one has that the phase 
space is g* x G = T*G. This is the starting point of a more conventional 
formulation based on the notion of Poisson structures on phase space. 
These are defined in Section 1.2. A reference is [8]. In this alternative for- 
mulation the phase space would be T*M. C “( T*M) is called the “classical 
algebra of observables.” In our case C “(M) c C “( T*M) (by pullback via 
the bundle projection) and g, + Cx( T*M) by mapping r ~gi to each fiber 
T,M by r*(s). Our designation of momentum space as g: corresponds to a 
preferred choice of co-ordinates. The concept of phase space does not play 
a direct role in our formulation, which is more closely tied to the geodesics 
on spacetime M. 
1.1.2. Quantization of (G,, M, ~1) 
The formulation of classical mechanics described above does not, 
however, lit observations on a sub-microscopic scale. One finds that it is 
impossible to measure both the position s and velocity L’ (or s, and momen- 
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turn <) of a particle to an arbitrary accuracy: measuring one invalidates 
any values previously obtained for the other. A more sophisticated 
framework is provided by quantum mechanics. In quantum mechanics, both 
the aspects that we would like to observe (the state of the particle) and the 
act of observation itself are modelled. 
The state of the particle is now modelled by an element $ of a Hilbert 
space H. Let ( . ) denote the inner product on H. We require that states 
are normalised in such a way that (II/, @) = 1. The quantities that we wish 
to observe, the observables, are modelled as self-adjoint elements of the set 
of bounded linear operators, B(H), on H. The result of a measurement of 
an observable u is conceived of as an eigenvalue of a. (Typically these are 
discrete: such discretization of observed values is confirmed experimen- 
tally.) The actual values are not defined (thereby avoiding the above 
difficulty) but the probabifiry that a measurement of an observable a in a 
state $ will yield the eigenvalue 1. is defined. It is defined to be (I,$, a,$), 
where a, denotes orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace of 2. As a 
result, the expectation value of an observable a in a state $ is ($, a$). 
Our particular quantum system is to be based on the classical system 
(G,, 44.x). It is assumed that the properties that we would like to observe 
correspond to the classical observables. Thus for each 5 ~g, and each 
f~ C ^(M) we would like to define self-adjoint operators t and f. Of these 
we require the (generalized) commutation relations 
C.fJ’l=o, cc 4’1 = [& cm =am3 
by. f’EC~(M), v’5, s”Eg,. 
One may ask if there is any SEM such that (t++,&)=f(s)V~‘f~C~(M). If 
so, one would say that the particle is at position s. The first commutation 
relation ensures that (any finite number of) the fs are simultaneously 
diagonalizable. Hence there are approximate simultaneous eigenstates $S of 
all the fs for j”~ C”(M). We further require that the corresponding 
approximate eigenvalues coincide with the classical values f(s). This 
ensures that in such a state $, the expectation value off is approximately 
f(s) so that the particle can be said to be near s. The additional require- 
ment means essentially that for all f, g E C”(M), 
i.e., that quantization should preserve the algebra structure of C’“(M). 
Note that a general state II/ is not localised in the manner described for 
such a 1+9~. 
Usually physicists choose some local co-ordinate chart q = 
(4, q2, .-., q”), q’g C”(M), valid in a suitable open subset L/‘c M. This 
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asserts that q is a diffeomorphism of U onto some open subset q(U) of R”. 
A point SE U can then typically be found such that (I++, c@) = qi(s)Vi. It is 
the “expected position.” However, if ($, &Q) lies outside of q(U) then this 
interpretation breaks down. 
Similarly, by linearity, there exists p E g: for which (+, I.$) = <(p)V< E g,. 
If {ej} denotes a basis of g, and {fi} a dual basis, then p = xi (II/, C,$)f’. 
It is the “expected momentum.” The Pi are often denoted “by for this 
reason. 
Of the third commutation relation physicists say “momentum is the 
generator of the group of translations.” The second commutation relation 
is required for consistency of the Jacobi identity, assuming that x is an 
effective action. These relations ensure that the element & (Kg/2mh)Cjkj 
(called the free particle Hamiltonian) acting on state $ E H correctly 
generates proper-time evolution approximating as h + 0 to the desired 
classical motion [9, Sect. 2.21. Here K is the inverse of the inner product 
on g, that was used in the process of inducing a metric on M in the 
previous subsection. If g, is semisimple K is the inverse Killing form. It is 
assumed that a also depends on the parameter h such that CX.+ is O(h). 
The quantization problem is to actually find suitable operators [ and j\on 
a suitable Hilbert space H. These maps < H [, f bf are respectively the 
momentum and position quantization maps. 
In the algebraic setting * E I’ an inner product space and a E End, V. 
Hence ($, a$) E k. The probabilistic interpretation no longer applies, but is 
in any case redundant since all the information that we were given is con- 
tained in such “expectation values.” Next, instead of g, we shall work with 
G, as explained in the previous subsection. Note that representations of G, 
are precisely the algebra representations’ of k[G,]. Then the quantization 
problem for this system is the following; to find an endomorphism algebra 
B and algebra maps ^  into B, such that 
The extra condition says precisely that the position quantization map is a 
k[G,]-module map where B has the adjoint action due to the momentum 
quantization map. The quantization problem as stated is therefore precisely 
the definition of the smash product; k[G,] DC, k(M) is the universal solu- 
tion. The universal property of semidirect products precisely asserts that 
any solution of the quantization problem is just a linear representation of 
the smash product algebra. The smash or cross product is recalled in more 
detail where it is needed in Section 3. 
A simple example, quantum mechanics on a group, is provided by the 
case A4 = G, = G and t( the left action. The algebra k[G] ~(,~r~ k(G) will be 
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called the group WeJ.1 algebra essentially in keeping with the analytic 
setting when G is a vector space. The latter is extensively studied by 
operator algebraists; cf. [ 10, Chap. 5.23. As an example, the well-known 
Schroedinger representation is that induced by the universal property by the 
left regular representation of k[G] on V= Map(G. k) and the representa- 
tion by pointwise multiplication of k(G). The ordinary Weyl algebra A,,. 
nk 1, is similar to the group Weyl algebras; it is UK k[x,, . . . . x,,], where 
k[.~, , . . . . x,,] is the commutative algebra of polynomials in the x,, and U is 
the universal enveloping algebra of the Abelian Lie algebra generated by 
d/dx, ) . ..) s/s.u, [ 111. 
1.1.3. Mach’s Principle and Hopf Algebra Dualit] 
The classical and quantum mechanics that we have described is only half 
the story. Not only is the classical motion of particles determined entirely 
by the spacetime geometry (modelled above by z), but conversely the 
spacetime geometry is determined by the particle distribution. This is for- 
mulated by Einstein’s equation 
(Ricci Curvature) - $ (Scalar Curvature) g + ,4g = T. 
Here the curvature is that of the spacetime with metric g. T is the stress- 
energy tensor and expresses the particle distribution, their masses, and 
momenta. /1 is a real parameter called the cosmological constant. 
This is an example of a closed system. This means that reality is not 
specified a priori but rather characterized as the solution of a circular self- 
consistency problem. Concerning the motivation of his equation in the 
ideas of the German philosopher E. Mach, Einstein wrote “it is contrary to 
the mode of thinking in science to conceive of a thing (the space-time con- 
tinuum) which acts itself, but which cannot be acted upon . . . in this way 
the series of causes of mechanical phenomena was [in Mach’s ideas] 
closed, in contrast to the mechanics of Newton and Galileo” [ 12, p. 541. 
The mode of thinking referred to is a positivist one put forward in this con- 
text by Mach. In modern usage Mach’s principle is the maxim “for every 
action there is an equal and opposite back-reaction.” 
Mach recognized that this principle, which he encountered in the form of 
Newton’s third law, had a very deep origin in the relation between the 
observer and the observed. Mach’s critique of Newtonian conceptions of 
acceleration and gravity [ 13, II.v-vii] may be idealized as follows. If there 
was just one particle in the universe, how would we know if it was 
accelerating? We need another particle for reference. Thus it is the exis- 
tence of the second particle that determines the acceleration of the first. 
Thus we might as well say that it is the very existence of the second particle 
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that causes the acceleration of the first. By reversing roles, an equal and 
opposite acceleration in induced in the second particle by the first. In 
attempting to formulate classical mechanics along these lines, Einstein was 
not able to do away with space or spacetime altogether as Mach had 
wanted, but by virtue of Einstein’s equation spacetime can be viewed as 
playing only an auxiliary role. Thus by moving along geodesics, one 
particle maps out or “observes” the spacetime geometry determined by the 
other particle. Conversely, reversing the roles, the first particle maps out or 
“observes” the geometry determined by the second. In fact both processes 
occur at once; the spacetime geometry is determined by all the particles 
present through T. 
We shall now try to extend these ideas to the quantum mechanical set- 
ting. The first step is an established slight generalization, quantum statistical 
mechanics, of the concrete operator framework adopted in the previous sec- 
tion. This abstract approach was emphasized by [14, Chap. 171, and 
developed in [ 151. The obsercabfes are now the self-adjoint elements, a, of 
an abstract C* algebra A, the algebra of obseroables. The states are now the 
positive elements, Y, of the dual linear space A*. Positive means 
Y(a*a) > 0. The pairing Y(a) is the “expectation value of a in state Y.” For 
convenience it is assumed that A is unital and that states are scaled such 
that Y(l)= 1. 
This includes the previous framework where the algebra of observables 
was constructed as a subalgebra of B(H) and where Y(a) was of the form 
(II/, all/) for $ E H. In the case of B(H), all positive linear functionals are of 
the form 
y(a)= (11/,, alL,)t, + ... + (tin, avQ,)t,,, ti >o, c ti= 1 
(Gleason’s theorem [ 14, Chap. 173 ). Thus a general state should be viewed 
as describing a statistical combination of an arbitrary finite number of 
single-particle states +;. Note also that a single abstract quantization can 
lead to many concrete solutions of the quantization problem by composing 
with different representations. 
In the algebraic case we work with an abstract algebra over k. The * 
structure and the restrictions defined in terms of it will be neglected. These 
restrictions are physically important. They guarantee that probabilities lie 
in the range [O, 11. They also enable one to establish the precise sense in 
which elements of the dual linear space A* are representations of A. Thus 
for C* algebras there is a one-one correspondence between states and 
faithful representations of A as an operator algebra [6, Chap.11. The set of 
all states is a locally convex space and its extreme points correspond to 
irreducibles. The * structure is compatible with the bicrossproduct con- 
struction, but does not play a direct role. For this reason it is suppressed. 
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In the algebraic case without such a * structure the situation is weaker with 
regard to interpretation. 
We now ask, following the ideas of Mach, to maintain symmetry 
between observer and observed, i.e., between observables and states. In our 
case the algebra of observables was found to be k[G,] K~ k(M). We there- 
fore ask for a similar structure on the dual linear space A*, i.e., a semidirect 
coproduct coalgebra structure on A by a dual action. In this case it is 
natural to ask that these fit together to form a Hopf algebra. This places 
certain restrictions on X. These can be viewed as equations for z with the 
dual action playing an auxiliary role. Recall that in our formulation z plays 
the role of the spacetime metric, so these equations are somewhat com- 
parable to Einstein’s equations. 
For example, for rectilinear motion in lk!“, the quantum algebra of 
observables (the Weyl algebra) admits no Hopf algebra structure of self- 
dual type. The Hopf algebra requirement forces a modification of r 
(Lemma 2.6). This modifies the classical motion. Thus gravity-like forces 
are literally induced by the observables-states symmetry consideration, in 
accordance with the philosophical ideas of E. Mach. 
Apart from its philosophical value, it is expected that more complex 
models of closed systems combining quantum mechanics with gravity could 
be obtained. They would correspond to more complex self-dual algebraic 
structures. The advantage for physicists is that this approach is highly 
constrained. It may solve a long-standing problem in theoretical physics 
known as the “puzzle of the cosmological constant.” This refers to the 
parameter n in Einstein’s equation. Experimentally it has been measured to 
be extremely small or zero. But there is no theoretical reason for this, and 
conventional estimates would predict a very large typical value. It may be 
that the cosmological constant vanishes on symmetry grounds: we propose 
the observable-state symmetry as a possible candidate for this. It remains 
to find more realistic models, preferably a class of ones in which A = 0 
when T is computed in a natural state Y. 
1.1.4. Remark on “String Theory” 
We have described above the author’s approach to algebraic systems 
combining quantum mechanics and gravity along fairly traditional lines. In 
recent times a more topical approach to this goal is provided by “string 
theory.” This section indicates briefly how the two approaches might 
ultimately be related. 
In “string theory” the role of spacetime in the above is played by 
M= Map(S’, M,), where M0 is spacetime. Trajectories in this space M 
should be viewed as mapping out tubes in M,. Unlike the above treatment 
where the motion was purely along geodesics, these tubes are allowed to 
interact. For example, two tubes may join. Quantization reduces the study 
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of the system to algebra. In this algebraic setting, there are constraints on 
the allowed interactions or “couplings.” In a recent formulation [ 161, V 
denotes a vector space, “the space of couplings,” and the constraints take 
the form of relations satisfied by a “braiding operator” B and a “fusion 
operator” F from a subspace of V@ V to V@ V. Writing R E T : B, where 
r: V@ V-+ V@ V is the twist map, the relations in [ 161 for B take the 
form of the “quantum Yang-Baxter equations” for R. These will be 
described in detail in Section 1.2. The relations for WE r 0 F, the “pentagon 
identities” [ 163, take the form 
where W=c W,,,@ W,,, (formal 1 notation). 
It is widely conjectured that “string theories” are part of a larger class of 
quanrum integrable systems. This means roughly that they can be com- 
pletely solved by algebraic means. In many of these systems these “quan- 
tum Yang-Baxter equations” also play a central role, and Hopf algebras 
have been introduced by Drinfel’d as a tool to solve them. This is described 
in Section 1.2 also. The equations also turn up in Braid theory. The entire 
situation is reviewed in [17], where references may be found. 
One might hope then that Hopf algebras play a central role in the struc- 
ture of “string theory” too. So far such an underlying Hopf algebra has not 
been found. However, I would like to make the fresh observation that these 
“pentagon identities” for an invertible element WE A 0 A for an algebra A 
imply that A is a bialgebra with 
da= W-‘(l@a)W, . V~EA. 
This observation is borrowed from Kac algebra theory [ 18, Sect. 3.1.71. In 
the shorthand notation W,, =I; Wc,,j@ 10 Wc2,i, etc., the proof is 
(A @ 1) da = w,’ W,‘( 10 1 @a) w,, w,,, 
(l@d)da= w,‘w,‘(1~1&z)w,,w2,. 
These are equal if W,, W,, = W,, W,, W,, (our form of the “pentagon iden- 
tity”) because W,, commutes with 10 1 @a. Unfortunately, the F, B, R, W 
that arise in the “string theory” context are not defined on all of V@ V so 
only a partial bialgebra structure is obtained. 
If Hopf algebras do turn out to play a central role in the structure of 
“string theory,” then that role might persist to those aspects of “string 
theory” that correspond to quantum mechanics of particles in spacetime 
combined with gravity. Conversely, in this case the interesting interpreta- 
tion of Hopf algebra duality in the last section might extend to a deeper 
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duality in the “string theory.“ The structure of “string theory” is an area of 
active research at the time of writing. and provides a second physical 
motivation for interest in the bicrossproduct. 
1.2. Non-commutatice Geometry and the Yang-Baxter Equations 
Commutative rings or algebras A in general have a geometrical 
significance according to the standard interpretation of algebraic geometry. 
They essentially take the form A 5 k(X), where X is the spectrum space of 
A. This is made precise in the C* algebra setting by the theorem of Gelfand 
and Naimark. This asserts that every commutative C* algebra A is 
isomorphic to a C* algebra of the form C(X). Here C(X) denotes the C* 
algebra of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on the locally compact 
space X. X is obtained explicitly as the space of non-trivial morphisms from 
A to @ with the weak* topology [6, Sect. 1.2.11. 
When A is non-commutative there is no longer any underlying space X 
such that A is its ring or algebra of functions. Nevertheless, it has been 
found that many ideas of algebraic geometry still make sense in the non- 
commutative case. One can carry on doing geometry as if there were an 
underlying space X, called a non-commutatitle space [19]. Thus Hopf 
algebras can be thought of heuristically as groups in this generalized, 
possibly non-commutative sense. 
A further refinement of this picture has proven fruitful, for example, the 
non-commutatitle torus [20]. This tries to obtain non-commutative spaces 
in a natural way as “extensions” or deformations of ordinary ones. The 
non-commutative torus is a semidirect product of the convolution algebra 
on Z with the function algebra on S’, and the action is generated by rota- 
tion by a fixed angle (the parameter). When the parameter is zero, the 
algebra reduces (after a Fourier transform in one variable) to functions on 
S’ x S ‘. The present paper grew out of the author’s attempt to understand 
[20] from a physical point of view (the picture is given in Section 1.1). One 
would then hope to use this picture to obtain more examples. 
If at the same time as deforming the algebra structure, we are able to 
define a non-cocommutative coproduct structure then we have a non-com- 
mutative space version of a non-Abelian group. Indeed, in a C* algebra 
setting the results of Lemma 2.6 can essentially be interpreted as a non- 
commutative space version of the non-Abelian Lie group of two dimensions. 
For ordinary Lie groups, non-commutativity of the group corresponds 
to the presence of Riemannian curvature for the intrinsic connection. Thus 
in the general case non-cocommutativity of the coproduct corresponds to 
curvature of X in the generalized sense. A substantial amount of machinery 
of “non-commutative geometry” exists to be applied in such a situation. 
For example, one may build vector bundles (these correspond to finitely 
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generated projective modules) as in [20]. However, a problem in the sub- 
ject of non-commutative geometry is a general shortage of examples of such 
non-commutative geometries exhibiting curvature. Thus the significance of 
our results from this point of view is that they do provide a new class of 
such examples once the bicrossproduct construction is translated into a 
Hopf-von Neumann algebra or C* algebra setting. 
In the Hopf algebra setting one may attempt to quantify the degree of 
non-cocommutativity, i.e., the curvature on X. We remark that such a 
quantity can arise naturally in the following construction of Drinfel’d (from 
a very different context). 
Some Constructions of Drinfel’d 
Drinfel’d considers the following situation [2, Sect. lo]. Suppose that the 
k-Hopf algebra H has an invertible element R E H 0 H such that 
~cdh= R(dh)R-‘, Qhe H. 
where T: HO H + HO H is the twist map. Suppose further that 
where R = C R(,, @ Ro, (formal C notation). These latter equations assert 
respectively that R: H* -+ H: 4 H 1 &R,, ,) Rc2) is an algebra map and (in 
the case when H* is finite dimensional) an anti-coalgebra map. This is an 
easy exercise. It will not be needed in the sequel. 
In this situation Drinfel’d says that the Hopf algebra is quasitriangular 
and it is easy to show that R necessarily obeys the Quantum Yang-Baxter 
Equations 
This is because in this case, (10rzd)R=R(,,,R~,,jOR~2,i~R~2,j 
while (loR)((lO~)R)(lOR-‘)=(R~~)jR~~),~R~~)kR~2,iOR~2)kR~2)j) 
(1 @R-l) after a relabelling of the formal summation indices. Equality of 
these two expressions is the QYBE after multiplying by (1 @R) on the 
right. 
The QYBE are usually posed for R E End, V@End, V, where V 
is a vector space, and usually written in the compact from 
R,2R,,R2, = R,,R,,R,,. Here R,,=C R,,,@ lRo,, etc. The QYBE arise in 
481/130/l-? 
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a wide variety of contexts. A relevant one was given in Section 1.1.4. 
The reader is referred to [2, Sect. 1 l] for a beautiful account, intended for 
algebraists, of the original context in physics. Many of the solutions known 
in a physical context can be obtained from a quasitriangular Hopf algebra 
by composing with a representation in End, V. 
One approach to solving the QYBE is to first solve the linearized 
version. We work for the moment over C and suppose that R has an 
expansion in powers of k of the form R = 1 @ 1 + h 1 r(,,@ r(Z) + O(h’). 
Here h is a real parameter and typically this will be an asymptotic expansion 
with respect to an operator norm. Then the QYBE become the Classical 
Yang-Baxter Equations 
This makes sense in End, VOEnd, V@End, V. In fact, since the CYBE 
only involves commutators it can be solved by first solving abstractly for 
an element r E g@g, where g is a Lie algebra, and then composing with a 
representation of g in End, V. 
Analogous to the notion of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, Drinfel’d 
introduces the notion of a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. Thus a Lie 
coalgebra is a pair (g, a), where g is a vector space and 6: g + g Qg obeys 
axioms dual to those of a Lie algebra. Explicitly, these are [21] 
image 6 c image( 1 - r), (l@b)6[+cyclic=O, v5eg. 
(The second of these will be called the “coJacobi identity.“) Here t is the 
twist map and “+ cyclic” means to add cyclic permutations in g@g@g. 
A pair (g, 6) in which g is both a Lie algebra and a Lie coalgebra is a Lie 
bialgebra if 6 E ZA,( g, g Og) (i.e., a 1-cocycle [22, Chap. VII, Sect. 41). 
Here g acts on g@g via the adjoint action. Explicitly, the condition on 6 
is 
a([<, <‘I)-ad&S(:‘))+ad,(b(t))=O, vt, C’ l g. 
Explicitly, the adjoint action on g is ad&c’) = [<, j”] and this extends as 
a derivation to higher tensor products. 
A Lie bialgebra is quasitriangular if 6 is the Lie algebra coboundary of 
an element r ~g@g which obeys the CYBE. We now show, following 
Drinfel’d, that every solution of the CYBE on Lie algebra g such that r 
has ad-invariant symmetric part is associated to a quasitriangular Lie 
bialgebra. Thus suppose that’ r is of the form r = r- + r+ and r+ is 
ad-invariant. Denote by C(r) the expression on the left hand side of the 
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CYBE for r above (so the CYBE for r is C(r) =O). We first observe that 
C(r) = C(r ~ ) + C(r + ). This is because C is quadratic and the cross terms 
vanish by the symmetries of r * and ad-invariance of r ‘. Hence, that r 
obeys the CYBE is C(r-)= - C(r+). As an element of g@g@g the right 
hand side of this is manifestly ad-invariant (because both the Lie bracket 
in g and r+ are ad-invariant). To complete the proof we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Drinfel’d [23]). Let g be a Lie algebra, r E A’g. Let 
C(r) denote the left hand side of the CYBE. Let 6: g + g Qg be defined by 
6 = dr, where r is viewed as an element of Ct,(g, g@g), the Lie algebra 
cohomology complex with values in g @ g and the adjoint action. Explicitly, 
this means 
Then (g, 6) is a Lie bialgebra iff C(r) is ad-invariant. 
ProoJ: From the second expression for 6 we see that image(b) c 
image( 1 - T). This is the axiom for a Lie coalgebra which, in the finite 
dimensional case, is the dual of the condition that the bracket on g* corre- 
sponding to 6 (i.e., such that (St, 10 1’) = (5, [I, f’] ), Vf, 1’ Eg*, 5 E g) 
obeys [/, I]= 0 for all 1~ g*. Since 6 = dr, d* = 0 implies that 6 E Z:,( g, g@g) 
(i.e., a one-cocycle). Hence a pair (g, 8) of this form is a Lie bialgebra iff 
6 obeys the coJacobi identity (corresponding in the finite dimensional case 
to the Jacobi identity on g*). The coJacobi identity is the vanishing of 
( 10 6) St + cyclic permutations in g @g @g. But 
+ CC<, rc*)il, r(*,jlOr,,,iOr(,,j+cyclic 
= CL C(rJt,,l 0 C(rIc2,0 C(r)(,, +cyck 
where in the first step, the terms in the cyclic average involving < in the 
second and third factors of g @g @g were rotated into the first factor. In 
the second step the formal summation indices were interchanged in the 
third term, and we use antisymmetry of r in the third and fourth terms, and 
the Jacobi identity in g, to obtain the last expression. But since r is 
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antisymmetric, C(r) is already invariant under the permutations, so the 
last expression is identical to [c, C(r),,,]OC(r),,,OC(r),,,+C(r),,,O 
CL C(r),,,1 0 W),3, + C(r)(,, 0 C(rh, 0 Cs’. C(r),,,1 = ads(C(r)). Thus 
the coJacobi identity is precisely that C(r) be ad-invariant. This completes 
the lemma. To use the lemma in the present case we define 6 = dr -. Then 
applying the lemma to r , we have that (g: 6) is a Lie bialgebra if r obeys 
the CYBE and r=r- +rf with r+ ad-invariant. It is quasitriangular 
because 6 = dr = dr by a further use of the ad-invariance of r +. 
In the context of non-commutative geometry, which is the context rele- 
vant to the present paper, the linearization r of R plays a role roughly com- 
parable to “Riemannian curvature” on the non-commutative space. This is 
because we have seen in the context that it was introduced that r measures 
the linearized extent to which A is non-cocommutative. However, because 
we are working with Hopf algebras, the same deformation idea can also be 
formulated in a dual language. This is the point of view in which the 
QYBE actually arises (and Drinfel’d’s point of view). Thus if g is a Lie 
algebra over @ and L/‘(g) its universal enveloping algebra, we can look for 
a non-cocommutative deformation V,(g). It should be thought of as the 
dual of the function algebra of a non-commutative-geometric version of a 
group with Lie algebra g. In this interpretation the r measures the degree 
to which the geometry is non-commutative in the sense of non-com- 
mutative geometry. Such CA(g) have been found by mathematical 
physicists for all simple complex Lie algebras g. Moreover, U,(g) is non- 
commutative as an algebra because g is non-commutative as a Lie algebra. 
In this context, non-commutative non-cocommutative Hopf algebras have 
been called quantum groups. 
One basis for the construction of U,(g) is as follows. First find a 
quasitriangular structure on g, (g, r). Then try to find a quasitriangular 
Hopf algebra (U{,(g), R) over C[[#r]] such that Ufi(g)/hUh(g)= U(g) and 
Uh( g) is a topologically free C[ [A]]-module and (R - 10 1 ),/h mod fi = r. 
This is achieved following the methods of physicists to solve the QYBE, 
and the result is called the quantized universal enveloping algebra. For 
completeness, we describe it briefly but without proof. It should be stressed 
that the non-commutative non-cocommutative Hopf algebras introduced in 
the present paper are quite different from these quantum groups, and arose 
independently in a different physical setting, as described in Section 1.1. 
Indeed, the geometrical significance of Lie bialgebras was explained by 
Drinfel’d as follows [23]. If G is a simple simply connected Lie group with 
real Lie algebra g, then C r(G) has a Poisson bracket suitably respecting 
the group product if and only if g is a Lie bialgebra [23]. “Poisson bracket” 
means a skew bilinear map { , ): C*(G)@CZ(G)+C”(G) such that 
{f,}’ IS a d ‘.t’ eriva ton for allfE C “(G), and the Jacobi identity holds. When 
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the Lie bialgebra is a quasitriangular one and the associated solution r of 
the CYBE is antisymmetric, then explicitly the Poisson bracket structure is 
{f, g} = rL(df, dg)- rR(df, dg). Here rL, rR denote r extended to T2G 
respectively as a left-invariant and a right-invariant tensor field. 
Poisson bracket structures on a phase space G (as a manifold) are the 
starting point for one approach to classical and quantum mechanics 
(related to the formulation of Section 1.1). This replaces the “classical 
observables,” functions on G. by an operatxlgebra, the “quantum 
algebra of observables” in such a way that zX{f, g> = [f, 21 (cf. the com- 
mutation relations in Section 1.1). Applying this formalism and dualizing is 
the heuristic derivation of CT,(g), the quantized version of Li( g). Formal 
definitions are in [2]. Note that these are formal constructions to solve the 
QYBE. The actual physical significance of these Hopf algebras is only 
slowly emerging. A reference is [24]. The case Crh(su(2)) was obtained 
independently in a dual form by Woronowicz, and the general case was 
also obtained in another context by M. Jimbo; see [24]. Note that q=eh 
is another current notation for the parameter. In the setting of a quantum 
mechanical system, one would choose physical units such that h = 1. 
The Examples of D(g) and D(H) 
Some important examples of Lie bialgebras arise as follows. For every 
finite dimensional Lie bialgebra g there is a Lie bialgebra D(g). The Lie 
algebra structure is defined in [23] as the unique Lie algebra structure on 
g@g* such that the canonical symmetric bilinear form on g@g* is ad- 
invariant. In [2, Sect. 131 it is observed that the canonical element of 
g@g* can be viewed as an element r of (g@g*) @ (g @g*). With respect 
to this, D(g) is a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. 
To see this, let {e,} be a basis for g and {fn } a dual basis. The canonical 
r is then explicitly r=(e,,O)@(O,f”)E(g@g*)@(g@g*) (summation 
over repeated indices understood). The Lie algebra structure D(g) on 
g @ g* is explicitly defined for (5, f), (t’, I’) E D(g) by 
((I”, <” ), C(L 4 (5’9 /‘)I > 
= (I”, [5, 5’1) + (Sty, I”Ql> - (St, I”@l’) + (&y’, 101’) 
+ (I’, C5”, 51) - (1, CT’, t?l>, V(I”, (“) E D(g)*. 
Note that g and g* are subalgebras. Using these definitions it is easy to 
compute (by evaluating C(r) on arbitrary elements of g* Og) that C(r) = 0, 
i.e., r obeys the CYBE. In characteristic 2, the lemma above cannot be 
applied directly, but 6 = dr still works (see Example 4.2). In other 
characteristics, we write r=r +r+, where r+ =$((e,,O)@(O, f")+ 
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(0, f‘“)@ (e,: 0)), and check that r + is ad-invariant. Hence by the above, 
(D(g), r) is a quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. 
Similarly, for every finite dimensional Hopf algebra H there is a 
quasitriangular Hopf algebra D(H). It is constructed as follows [2, Sect. 
131. Let H *Op denote the Hopf algebra dual with the opposite coproduct. 
On the set HQ H *Op define the coproduct to be the tensor coproduct 
structure. Define the product as 
Here ( ) ) denotes the pairing of H with H*Op as a linear space and 
II/ is written as (II/, ?), where “?” denotes an unused argument. Then 
($, (S’h,,,) ? (h,, ,)) is a convenient way to write tj precomposed with 
operations of left and right multiplication in H as indicated. S’ denotes the 
skew-antipode of H and Ah = 1 h,, , @ h,,, the coproduct. The unit and 
counit are the tensor product unit and counit. There is also a suitable 
antipode (see Section 4). 
D(H) is quasitriangular with respect to R the canonical element of 
H@ H*Op viewed in HO H*Op@ HQ H *Op To see this, let {e,} be a basis . 
for H and (fa) a dual basis. The canonical element referred to is 
R=(e,@l)@(l@f”). To verify T=A=R(LI)R-’ we have to show that 
Multiplying out as defined and evaluating on arbitrary 4’ @ h’ 0 4” 6 h” 
one obtains (4’: h”c,,hc,,)(qi, h’h” ,,))(c&‘, h(,,) for both sides. For the 
computation one should use the relations between the structures of H and 
H*Op, and the skew-antipode property h,,,S’h,,, = c(h) = (S’hc,,)h,,, for all 
h E H. (Note in particular that the unit in H*Op is given by the counit sH 
in H.) We also have to see that R is invertible. R- ’ is explicitly given 
by R-’ = (e,@ 1)O (1 @f”zS), as is readily verified by multiplying out 
RR-’ and R ~ ‘R and evaluating on elements of H*Op Q H@ H*Op @ H. 
Finally, to verify (A @ 1)R = R,,R13 we have to show that 
(e,,,,Q 1 )Q(eaf2, Ql)Q(lQf”)=(e,Q1)Q(ebQ1)Q(lQf”)~(lQ.fh). 
This holds because evaluating on arbitrary $ @ h @ qY @I h’ @ 4” @ h” gives 
both sides to be d”(l)(h”, &Y) zH(h)cH(h’). The computation of 
(l@d)R= R,,R,2 is similar. 
Thus D(H) is quasitriangular. Drinfel’d also defines D(H) as the unique 
quasitriangular Hopf algebra containing H and H*Op and obeying certain 
conditions. These examples will play a role in Section 4. This completes the 
review of constructions of Drinfel’d and non-commutative geometry. 
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2. EXAMPLES OF THE FORM k[Gl]wk(G,) 
In the Introduction we have motivated the following question: When is 
a semidirect product algebra a Hopf algebra of self-dual type? In the sim- 
plest case based on groups, the semidirect construction can be handled 
explicitly. In this section we state the explicit solution in this case, and give 
a number of examples. Theorem 2.1 (in the context of algebraic groups) 
and Theorem 2.3 were also obtained by Takeuchi [ 1 ] following work of 
Singer. The non-trivial examples are new. The abstract Hopf algebra 
treatment is given in Section 3. 
In the remaining sections, unless otherwise stated, k denotes an arbitrary 
commutative ground field. Let G, and G, be two finite groups. We consider 
the situation in which CL is an action of group G, on the set Gz, and B an 
action of the group G, on the set G, , i.e., 
Vu, DEG,, s, tEGz; 
~“Lh) = %A%(s)), %(S) = s, PSI(U) = Ss(Bt(u))9 PC(U) = u, (l) 
where e denotes a group identity. Note that G, (and k[G,]) automatically 
acts on k(G,) and we continue to denote this by r; a,(f)(s)=f(r,-,(s)), 
VUEG,, s~G*,fek(G*). 
Given the action x, the semidirect or cross product algebra can be con- 
structed explicitly as follows. Let K denote the set of k-linear combinations 
of elements in G, and coefficients in k(G,), K= {F=~~,.,f,u[f,~k(G~)}. 
Define the algebra structure on K by 
fw =fL(g)uc, lK= lkcG2)er vu, t’~G,,f, gek(Gz). 
We denote it k[G,] K, k(G,) (in keeping with standard notation in the 
theory of operator algebras). 
Similarly, the action /? allows a dual construction, the semidirect or cross 
coproduct coalgebra. It can be defined explicitly on the same set K by 
(AfuNs, t)=f(st)uc3Bs-4u), dfu) =f(e), VuEG,,fEk(GZ). 
We denote it k[G,lS x k(G,). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let GI and G, be finite groups acting on each other as sets 
by 6, /I, The cross product algebra-cross coproduct coalgebra K is a 
bialgebra iff Vu, E E G, , s, t E Gz 
r,(e) = e, 
PAe) = e, 
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In this cuse there is an antipode defined by. 
and \ve denote the resulting Hopf algebra by k[G,]” w, k(Gz), the 
bicrossproduct Hopf algebra with structure maps z, fi. 
This is straightforward to check explicitly from the definitions. Such an 
explicit proof also makes it clear that G,, Gz need only be monoids (i.e., 
unital semigroups). For in this case one can work with the anti-actions ji, fl? 
ii,,(s) = ji,.(ji,(s)), fie(S) = s. At(u) = B,M,(U,)? B,(u) = u (2) 
acting by bijective maps obeying 
KASt) =%,(s) qi+Jth B,(uc) = S,(u) Bf,d~), K(e) = e, b&e) = e. 
(3) 
In this case k[G,18w, k(G,) is a unital and counital k-bialgebra defined 
analogously to Theorem 2.1. Here 5, plays the role of LX,-!. 
The condition (A) asserts that r is an action of G, as a group almost by 
automorphisms of Gz, as modified by /I. The condition (B) asserts that /I 
is an action of Gz almost by automorphisms of G,, as modified by tl. The 
antipode S has order 2. Note that only this construction can lead to a self- 
dual Hopf algebra structure on k[G,] K~ k(G,). In general it is of self-dual 
type in the following sense. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G,, Gz be finite groups and k a field. Then under the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
Proof. The dual Hopf algebra structure was defined in the Introduction 
in this finite dimensional case. The definition does not require any restric- 
tions on k. The proof in our case can be checked explicitly as follows from 
the fact that k[G] and k(G) are dual for any finite group G. The pairing 
is given by (f, s) = f(s), Vf Ek(G), s E G c k[G], extended by linearity to 
allofk[G].Hence,for~,~Ek(G,),s,tEG,ck[G,]wehave(dfu,~s~~t) 
= <(~fU)(& t), 4Orl/) = f(st) 4(u) VW-l(U)) = (fu, Cw,(ti)st) = 
(fu, &$t). The units, counits, and antipodes are similarly in duality. To 
check the antipodes in this way, the identities ~,~I(s)-‘=~~,~,(,~~I(s-‘) 
and /?-I(U))’ = /?X,-,,S~~~(~-‘) are useful. 
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It is evident in Theorem 2.1 that the necessary data (G,, Gz, z, /I) are 
defined at the level of groups. One may therefore expect the same data to 
lead to an interesting construction at the level of groups. The following 
observation was also made previously by [ 1, Sect. 21. It plays an important 
role in constructing examples. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (G, , Gz, u, 8) be a quadruple consisting of groups G, 
and G, acting on each other as sets, by actions u, /3. Then Eqs. (A), (B) in 
the statement of Theorem 2.1 hold iff the set G, x Gz with product 
(u,s).(u, t)=(pr-l(u-‘)-‘r;,sr,(t)) 
and identity (e, e) is a monoid. In this situation there is an inverse 
(u, s)-‘= (Bs(u)-‘, r,-l(SC’)) 
and the resulting group structure is denoted G,, w, G,, the bicrossproduct 
group. 
In this situation (G,, G,, CL, 8) is called a matched pair in [ 1, Sect. 23. 
Reference [l] also gave an abstract definition of G, w Gz when it exists, as 
a group containing G, and G, as subgroups and such that the map 
G, x Gz -+ G, w G, : (u, s) H su is a bijection (the reversal here is due to our 
choice of conventions). This will be developed further in Section 3.2 in the 
abstract Hopf algebra setting. 
G,, w, G, is not generally related to the k-Hopf algebras of Theorem 2.1 
by the standard functors. This is because the Hopf algebras of Theorem 2.1 
are neither commutative nor cocommutative. But in the case G, Abelian 
and r trivial or the case G, Abelian and p trivial we have respectively (in 
fact as Hopf algebras) 
kCG,IB>ak(G,)rk(Gz~B~,), UG,l K, k(G,) ZkCG, Kz &I. (4) 
Here the actions in the respective cases are related by 
Bs(z)(u)=r(Bs-l(u)), VusG,, ~6,; 
CL(X)(S) = x(~,-~(s)), Vs E Gz, x E 6, 
and we assume that k has characteristic 0. The assertions are easily 
proved by Fourier transformation in one variable. In particular, the 
general case of k[G,]Bw, k(G,) may therefore be viewed as the “non- 
commutative version” of the non-Abelian group Gz K~ 6, (in the sense of 
the function algebra k( ) becoming non-commutative). This was motivated 
in Section 1.2. 
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2.1. Examples 
(A) Examples of the data (G,, G,, x, /I) for Theorems 2.1-2.3 are 
obtained if fi is trivial and x an action by automorphisms; similarly if n is 
trivial and /? an action by automorphisms. For a concrete example, 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let G, = G, = G be finite, x = Ad, and k a field. Then 
HGI KAd k(G) 
is a k-Hopf algebra with the tensor coproduct coalgebra structure. By a 
dual construction, a= Ad gives 
k[G] Ad>a k(G), 
a k-Hopf algebra with the tensor product algebra structure. It is the dual 
of k[G] DC~‘, k(G). 
(B) More generally let ZE hom(G,, Aut(G,)), BE hom(G,, Aut(G,)) be 
actions by automorphisms uch that 
(j?-I(u)u~‘)~’ c ker Z, (q-I(S)S-‘)-I c ker /? VUEG,, seG2. 
Then again (A) and (B) hold. For example, let G, c G and G, c G be two 
subgroups of G a finite group that are mutually normalizing, 
Cc,, G,l = Gz, Cc,, G,l c G,, 
let c1 and fi be actions by the Adjoint action (conjugation) in G, and 
suppose that the subgroups are “weakly interacting” in the sense 
CCG,, GA G,l= IeI, CCG,, GA GJ = {e>. 
Then 
k[G,l AdWAd k(G,) 
is a k-Hopf algebra twisted according to the “interaction” of G, with Gz as 
subgroups of G. Explicitly we assume 
z.(s) = usu-’ E G2: fi,(u)=sus-‘EC,, VUEG,, SEG~. 
For a concrete example, 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let G, = G, = G be a finite group that is nilpotent of 
class 1. Then 
KG1 AdWAd k(G) 
is a self-dual Hopf algebra. 
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It should be possible to generalize this example to G an arbitrary nilpotent 
group. 
(C) This is the general solution of the data (G,, G,, a, b) in the case 
G,=R, G2=R. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G, = G, = R as additive groups. The general twice 
differentiable solution to (l), (A), (B) m a neighborhood of the origin in 
R x R is the two-parameter family of solutions 
a,(s) = $ ln( 1 + eAu(eBs - 1 )), 
/?,(lr)=fln(l +eBS(eA”- l)), VUEG,, SEG~ 
and ‘4, BE R. These extend to the domain 
DAB= ((u,s)~IW~(e~~+e~~> 11. 
ProoJ Equations (l), (A), (B) are to be solved for ~1, B twice differen- 
tiable real functions in the neighborhood of (u, s) = (0,O). One solution is 
a,(s) = s and pS(u) = u (trivial actions). Hence writing Z,(S) = s + f ( -a, s), 
b,(u) z u + g( -s, U) the equations become 
f(u+v,s)=f(v,s)+f(u,s+f(v,s)), 
g(s+ t, u)=g(t, u)+g(s, u+g(t, u)) 
(5) 
f(a?s+t)=f(u,s)+f(u+g(s,u),t), 
g(s,a+v)=g(s,u)+g(s+f(u,s),v) 
(6) 
f(u,O)=f(O,s)=g(O,u)=g(s,O)=0. (7) 
We write 
fi(S) = a,f(o, s), fi(U) = Zzf(u, O), g,(u) = 21 do, u), gz(s) = 22 g(s. O), 
where di are derivatives in the ith argument, and let d(u, s)= 
1 -f,(s) g,(u). Differentiating (5), (6), (7) one finds that either d(u, s) = 0 
or 
fl(s);(y)+l)=d,f(u,s)=f,(s+f(u,s)) 
fi(UJ + A f,(s) 
A(u, s) 
=&f(kS)=fZ(U+g(s, u)) (9) 
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“@;;;‘;,(+ ‘)=?, g(s. u)=g,(u+g(s, u)) 
gz(s) +f,b) g,(u) 
A(u, 1) =~lg(s,uj=gz(s+f’(u,s)) 
(10) 
(11) 
Hence in principle f, g can be determined from thef, , fi, g, , g,. A(0, 0) = 1 
so in a suitable neighborhood of (0, 0), A(u, s) can be assumed to be non- 
zero. Differentiate Eqs. (9) and ( 11) by (al&) 1 0 and (Z/as) 1 0, respectively, 
to obtain 
f;(s) =f,(s) d(O) +J;‘(o), g;(u) =g,(u)L(O) +gXOh 
These have unique solutions of the form 
r,(sj=$(P- l), g,(u)=: (c-uA - i), A, BE R. 
Differentiating Eqs. (8) and (10) by (i;/Zs) 1 0 and (Z/au)/ 0, respectively, 
gives 
f;(u) =fi(u)f;(o) +f;(o), g;(s) =gz(s) g;(o) + d(O). 
Solving these and inserting in the above givesf, g and hence ‘x, j3 as shown. 
It is interesting that the solution extends only as far as the domain in R x R 
stated. The solution restricts to (IR, R,,,) and (R aO, R), where [w,, is the 
additive semigroup. 
The associated bialgebra corresponding to (W, R,,, r, p) will be 
described elsewhere in its topological setting (but see remark below 
Theorem 2.1). In the limit A H 0 we obtain that x is trivial and b an action 
by automorphisms. Then the associated bialgebra is isomorphic to func- 
tions on the non-Abelian (semi) group of the form ll%,xl R,,, cf. Eq. (4). 
(The restriction to R,, is not essential.) This point of view was motivated 
in Section 1.2. 
On the other hand, in the limit A w 30 with A/B = h a fixed parameter, 
we have 
1 
0, s = 0 else, 
r,(s) = 0, s+fiu<o, D,,-=([wx[w~,)u(lw~,x[w). 
s+hu, s+h20. 
This limit remains an action (i.e., a,,(s) =a,(cr,(s))) if the image of r 
remains positive. It has the physical interpretation given in Section 1.1 
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where it corresponds to rectilinear motion in the region s>O. The essen- 
tially self-dual case (in the sense of Theorem 2.2) is A = B and lies in 
between these two limits. 
The isomorphism In: R ,0 z R can be used to put these solutions in the 
form 
z,(s) = (1 + U”(SB- l))‘;B, fis(u) = (1 + SB(UA - 1))““. 
According to Theorem 2.3 we also have a group except that the solutions 
do not extend to all of R,,, as a multiplicative group. Let 24 @ s = u + s - US 
so that u 0 s > 0 iff l/u + l/.r > 1. Then the semigroup structure for A, B > 0 
is 
Inverses when they are defined are given by 
(u, 3)-I= (U-‘(U-“@sB)-‘sA, (u-A.sB)‘,Bs-l). 
In this form one may also take A=B=l and G,=Q,o, G,=Q., as a 
submonoid of the invertibles Q*. The solution of this section motivates the 
next example. 
(D) The following construction is somewhat complementary to the 
adjoint actions of example (B). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G, and G, be submonoids of A* the group of invertible 
elements of a not necessarily commutative unital ring A, such that 
l+G;‘(G*-l)cG,, l+G;‘(G,-l)cG,. 
Then 
iiJs)= 1 +u-‘(s- l), /7,(u)= 1 +s-‘(U- l), MEG,, SEG, 
ful$ll (2)-(3) giving the bicrossproduct k-bialgebra 
HG,l w WG,). 
This is a k-Hopf algebra if G, and G2 are actually groups. 
Proof (Similarly for 8). Note that inverses may be taken in A*. We 
must check (2)-(3). Thus 
jiuc.(s)= 1 +(W-’ (s- l)= 1 +tl-‘((l +u-‘(s- l))- l)=&,(cr,(s)). 
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a,(s) =s and rU( 1) = 1 because the units are embedded as the unit in A*. 
Finally, we need Vs, t E Gz, u E G, , 
where X=/?,(U))‘=(~ +s-‘(u- 1)))‘. A suflicient condition for the 
desired equality, under the assumptions, is therefore 1.4 ~‘st = 
u-‘s+X(t-l)+~‘(s-l)X(t-1). A sufficient condition for this is 
K’S= (1 + U-‘(s- l))X (then terms with and without t each equate). But 
this is valid on multiplying both sides on the left by (K’S)- and inserting 
the expression for X. 
For a finite dimensional example let G, = Gz = T,(n, 9,) the group of 
upper triangular matrices with values in [F, and 1 on the diagonal. This is 
a subgroup of the group of invertibles of the unital ring M(n, F,). One may 
check 
u, CE z-,(n, F,)* 1 +u-‘(D- 1)E z-,(n, Ey) 
so that the lemma applies. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let G, = G2 = T,(n, lF4) and 
U,(C)=/?,(c)= 1 +U(o- 1). 
Then 
is a self-dual k-Hopf algebra. 
This example may be compared with the group Weyl algebra, i.e., the semi- 
direct product by action X,(C) = UC. The construction here gives data 
(G,, G,, r, /I) for arbitrary fields in place of [F,. It is also interesting to note 
that T,(3, R) is the Heisenberg group. 
3. ABSTRACT BICROSSPRODUCTS H,wH, 
In this section we generalize the constructions of Section 2 to general 
k-Hopf algebras HI and H,. The first part generalizes Theorem 2.1 and 
originated as a sequel to the work of [3]. The notation of [3] is adopted. 
The second part generalizes Theorem 2.3 and the relation with Theorem 2.1. 
It is more closely related to the work of Takeuchi [l] and constructions 
of Drinfel’d. 
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3.1. Bicrossproducts H, p W, H, and Factorization Property 
Let H, = H and H, = A be two k-Hopf algebras. We consider the situa- 
tion in which A is a right H-module algebra [4, Sect. 7.2; 3, Sect. 2.11 with 
structure map r and H a left A-comodule coalgebra with structure map 8. 
These will be denoted 
a:A@H+A, a(a@h)=a.h, B:H+AOH, ~(h)=~h’T’@h(Z), 
VaEA, hE H. 
Then the assumptions are Va, b E A, g, h E H, 
a.l,=a, (a.h).g=a.(hg) (module action structure) (12) 
l,.h= l,&,(h), (ab).h=xa.h,,,b.hC,, (module algebra) (13) 
(14) 
(comodule coaction structure), 
1 h’T’&,(h’Z’) = 1,4&H(h), 
Ch’i’~h”‘(,,~h’Z’~,,=~h(,,‘T’h,,,’i1Oh(~,’2’0h(z,“’ 
(15) 
(comodule coalgebra). The notions of “module coalgebra” and “comodule 
algebra” are similar. A module coalgebra would mean here that a respects 
the coproduct of A. 
In this situation the cross or smash product and cross or smash 
coproduct are both defined. Note that if H is a Hopf algebra, B an algebra, 
and 4 E alg(H, B), then B becomes a right H-module, B,. Here the action 
is the adjoint action, ad,, induced by 4 [3, Sect. 2.31. Explicitly it is 
ad,(b @ h) = x d(S,(h,, ,)) bqQht2,), Vh E H, b E B. A similar construction 
holds dually. 
The smash product H # A may be defined abstractly as an algebra with 
inclusion maps in alg(H, H # A) and i E alg,(A, H # Aj) obeying a 
certain universal property. Here H # Aj denotes H # A as an H-module 
algebra by the adjoint action induced by j, and alg, denotes H-module 
algebra morphisms. The universal property is that if (4, B, $) is another 
system 
4 E alg(K B), ti E abAA, B,), 
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then these maps factor through (j, H # .4. i). Similarly the smash 
coproduct H x A may be defined abstractly as a coalgebra with projection 
maps p ~colg~(~H x A. H) and q ~colg(H x A, A) and a dual universal 
property. Here YH x A denotes H x A as an A-comodule coalgebra by the 
coadjoint coaction induced by q, and colgA denotes A-comodule coalgebra 
morphisms. The dual universal property is that if (d, B. $) is another 
system 
cj E colgA( tiB, H), ti E cc&( B, A ) 
then these maps factor through (p, H x A, q). Schematically 
HtiH#Ad=A H-“HxAY’A 
byeI / 
B 
commute. The smash product and coproduct are each unique up to unique 
isomorphism but there is a standard construction of each on HQ A. This 
will always be used for any explicit computations. Then explicitly Vh, g E H, 
a, bEA, 
~.hQa=~hh,,,Q~~,~,‘i’a,,,Qh(~,‘Z’Qa,~, 
EK=EN@EA. l,= I”@ 1, 
j=l@l,, i= l,@l, p= 10&,4, q=&H@ 1. 
Explicitly, the condition for an algebra map II/ E alg(A, B) to be an 
H-module map with respect o the adjoint action due to a 4 E alg(H, B) is 
ti(a.h) =C d(Sdh,,,)) $(a) WQ,), VaEA, hEH. 
The induced map is (4 # $)(h@a) =&h) $(a). Similarly, the condition 
for a coalgebra map d~colg(B, H) to be an A-comodule map with respect 
to the coadjoint coaction due to a rl/ E colg( B, A) is 
The induced map is (4x $)(b)=Z +(b,,,)O$(bC2,). These induced maps 
are respectively module and comodule maps. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let A, H be Hopf algebras, A a right H-module, and 
H a left A-comodule. We define (K(H, A), i, j, p, q) to be the explicit smash 
product algebra and smash coproduct coalgebra on HO A. We often 
denote it simply by K. 
We wish to know when K is a Hopf algebra. Note that in choosing to 
build the smash products and coproducts on the same set, we are also 
introducing relations between the maps. For example, 
pi= lH3sA, po j= 1, q.z i= 1, qoj= lA9.sH. 
Some other relevant elementary facts can be immediately computed. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) Ed an algebra map op an algebra map. 
(ii) 1 K a coalgebra map o i a coalgebra map. 
(iii) p trivial o j a coalgebra map. 
(iv) r trivial o q an algebra map. 
This is an appropriate point to mention that a search of the literature 
revealed another “biproduct” of Hopf algebras, considered in [25]. The 
setup there is somewhat different, namely A is (by contrast) both an 
H-module algebra and an H-comodule coalgebra. The author then shows 
that such “biproduct” bialgebras B are characterized by the bialgebra 
projection map B 3 H. By contrast we see that (j, p) or (i, q) constitute 
such a pair only when b or a are respectively trivial. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H, A be Hopf algebras and A an H-module algebra by 
r and H an A-comodule coalgebra by fl. The smash product algebra-smash 
coproduct coalgebra K is a bialgebra lff Va E A, h, g E H, 
6,da.h) = CA(a) EdhI, 
C (a.h),,,O(a.h),,,=~:a,,,.h,,,h,,,’i’Oalz,.h~z,’Z’ 
(A) 
c l,“‘@ 1,‘1’= lA@ l,, 
(B) 
1 (hg)“,@ (hg)“,=x h’T,.g,,,g,,,‘i’~h’Z,g~,,‘2’ 
Ch c7)a.h~,,0h,,,‘Z’=Ca.h,,,h,,,‘i’Oh,,,’Z’. CC) 
In this case there is an antipode 
481/130/l-4 
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and we call the resulting Hoprf algebra, H/‘w, A, a bicrossproduct qf Hop/ 
algebras. [f‘ H and A have ske#, antipodes, Sk and S;, then so does HP w, A. 
Explicitly, it is 
Proof. The conditions involving .sA and 1, are Lemma 3.2(i) and (ii). 
Suppose that K is a bialgebra. Then (omitting “r) 
A,(hOa).,(gOl,~)=A,(hg,,,Oa.g,,,) 
=h,,,gll,O(hlz,g,~,)“‘(a g 1 . (31 ‘I, 
0 (h~~~g~2,)“‘0 (a.g,3,),2j 
equals the product in K@ K of d,(h@a) and d,(g@ lA). This is 
To the two expressions we first apply .sf,@ 10 10 1. Setting h = 1 H and 
applying 10 sH@ 1 to both sides gives (A) for a, g. Alternatively, setting 
a = 1, gives (B). The unital and counital parts of (A), (B) are similar. Since 
these are necessary, we now use (A) and (B) to simplify the above expres- 
sions. Thus with h = 1, we obtain 
Applying 10 1 @sa to both sides gives (C) for a, g. 
Conversely, if (A), (B), (C) hold, a similar computation gives that A, is 
an algebra map. This, along with the desired properties of sK and l,, 
means that K is a bialgebra. It is straightforward to check that in this case 
the map S, is an antipode. In computing (hOa),,, S,(~@U),~,, etc., use 
associativity of multiplication in K in the factorized expression for S,. This 
convenient trick of factorizing the antipode S, comes from [ 11; cf. Exam- 
ple 3.6 below. Finally, suppose that S;, and YA are skew antipodes on H 
and A. Then 
S,oS’,(hOa)=S,((S’,h,,,)‘Z”Z’,,,)O(S,((S’,h,,,)““i’(Sk(S’,h,,,),T’) 
x sa(a.s,h,,J))).S,((S’,h,,,)‘2”2’,,,) 
= UN,h,,,)‘2’ ,Z,)~~(SA((S;I~(I))“‘,Z, L%(skh,,,)‘T’,,,) 
xSl.l(a.SXh~z,))).S,((S’,h~,,) 12) ‘1,) 
= S,((S~h,,,),,,)Oa.((S’,h,,,) S,((W,,,),,,)) = hOa> 
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where we use in sequence the definitions of S, and SK, that fi is a coaction, 
the skew antipode property of .S>, that c( is an action, and the skew 
antipode property of Sk. The proof that S)Ka S, = 1 is similar. This 
concludes the theorem. 
We now give an example. If p is trivial, then (A) says that Q respects the 
coproduct of A. Hence c( respects the entire bialgebra structure of A. This 
situation was studied by Molnar [3]. He defines in this situation that CI 
makes A an H-module bialgebra. In this case (and if H is cocommutative) 
he defines a Hopf algebra with the tensor coproduct coalgebra structure 
and the smash product algebra structure. It is the natural semidirect 
product in the category of Hopf algebras. The semidirect coproduct is 
defined similarly and requires c1 trivial. Thus the bicrossproduct generalizes 
the construction of Molnar; 
EXAMPLE 3.4. If /? = 1 A 0 1 (trivial coaction) then K is Hopf algebra iff 
A is an H-module bialgebra and H is cocommutative. The antipode is 
explicitly 
In this case K is the semidirect product in the category of Hopf algebras 
c31- 
Similarly, if SI = 1 @Ed (trivial action) then K is a Hopf algebra iff H is 
an A-comodule bialgebra and A is commutative. The antipode is explicitly 
SK(h@a)=C S,(h(‘‘)O S,(UT’a). 
In this case K is the semidirect coproduct in the category of Hopf algebras 
c31. 
This point of view motivates the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let A be an H-module algebra by !Z and H an 
A-comodule coalgebra by p. 
We say under conditions (A) of Theorem 3.3, i.e., if 
that Q gives A the structure of a right H-module algebra j?-coalgebra. 
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We say under conditions (B). i.e., if 
RI”)= lAc+:,. 
p: .H= .AOH” (3!~10101)~(1~5~1~1)~~(~~1~~):(1~dH), 
that b gives H the structure of a left A-comodule coalgebra z-algebra. 
We say under conditions (C), i.e., if 
(~4~1)~(1~S1~1)o(t~~)~(1~p~1)0(1~d”) 
=(a01)0(xOB)C(10dH), 
that (H, A) are compatible. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. If H is cocommutative and A is commutative then 
the compatibility condition (C) is automatic. This case was introduced 
independently by Singer and used by [l] in the context of algebraic 
groups. The examples of Section 2, Theorem 2.1, are all of this form. 
It remains to investigate the abstract meaning of these conditions (A), 
(B), (C) separately. The meaning of (C) is deferred to Section 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let A be an H-module algebra and H an A-comodule 
coalgebra. The coproduct d, of the smash algebra-coalgebra K factorizes 
over the smash product if it can be induced by suitable maps from H and 
A by the universal property. Similarly the product .K factorizes over the 
smash coproduct if it can be induced by suitable maps to H and A, 
H&K&“ H.PK4’A 
\ 4 / \ d / 
KOK K@K 
Similarly for the counit and unit where a short analysis gives that sK 
factorizes iff it is an algebra map and 1, factorizes iff it is a coalgebra 
map, so that factorizing is not a strong condition. Moreover, we know 
precisely what the suitable maps are. Thus let 
~=d,3j=(1~10j)c(10P)odH, y,q, .K= .A =(cI@l)o(q@Il@l). 
An easy computation gives 
LEMMA 3.8. Under the conditions of Definition 3.7 and p, v defined 
above, 
(i) v is a coalgebra map o (A). 
(ii) p is an algebra map o (B). 
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Proof: For (ii) from the definitions we have 
P(h) P(g)= (h(,,Oh(,, 9 ‘K (&,,0&,,“‘)0 (h,,,‘% 1) ‘K k(,,‘% 1) 
=h(,,g,,,~h(*,‘i’.g(,,g(,,‘T’~h~*)(~)gi3)(2)0 13 
P(k)= (kc3 l)(l,@(kO l)(2) 
=h(,,g,,,O W,*,&2,Y”O vq2,g(*,P@ 1. 
These are equal if (B). Conversely, apply sH@ 10 10 sA to the expressions 
for p(hg) and p(h) p(g) (and p( 1) = 1) to obtain (B). Part (i) follows dually 
to part (ii). The factorization property characterizes the bicrossproduct 
construction as follows. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be an H-module algebra and H an A-comodule 
coalgebra and K the smash algebra-coalgebra. The following are equivalent. 
(i) The product and unit of K factorize. 
(ii) The coproduct and counit of K factorize. 
(iii) K is a Hopf algebra (the bicrossproduct). 
ProoJ That the coproduct factorizes means p E alg(H, K@I K) and 
A,2 i E alg,(A, K@ K,). The first condition is (B) (by Lemma 3.8). In 
particular, it implies that 1 H(i) @ 1 H (‘) = 1 A 0 1 H which implies that 1 K is a 
coalgebra map. Factorization also implies that A, and sK are algebra maps. 
Hence K is a bialgebra. From Theorem 3.3 we know that in this case it is 
a Hopf algebra. 
Conversely, by Theorem 3.3, if K is a bialgebra then (A), (B), (C) hold 
and by Lemma 3.2, i is a coalgebra map. The second condition for 
factorization of A, becomes 
Multiplying out the right hand side in K@I K and using property (C) 
reduces this condition to (A). The proof that (i) and (iii) are equivalent is 
similar. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.9 gives the meaning of the requirement that the smash 
product and coproduct K form a Hopf algebra. It says that HB w, A, the 
bicrossproduct, is in some sense “made up” from its two factors H and A. 
Finally, one might try to define the bicrossproduct more abstractly. One 
result in this direction is 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let (H, A) be a pair of Hopf algebras having a 
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hicrossproduct K = Ht’ w, A. If (K’, i’, j’, p’, q’) is an>’ hialgebra and maps 
such that 
(j’. K’“‘“, i’) and (p’, K’co’e, q’) 
have respecticely the smash product algebra and smash coproduct coalgebra 
properties, and 
(i) p’,:i’= lH=~A. p':j'= 1, q'zi'= 1 q'2j'=la,:EH 
(ii) p’ and i’ are biafgebra maps 
(iii) EK: j’=~~, 
1 (j’(h)),,,@ (j’(h)hj =Cj’(h,,J i’h, “I) 0 j’(h,,,“‘) 
4’(1,)= 1.4, q’(mW = E dWp’&,,) q’(k,,,), 
then as bialgebras K’ 2 K b?l a unique isomorphism. 
Proof: The hypotheses (which are trivially satisfied for K with the 
algebra-coalgebra defined at the beginning of the section) are such that 
j’ # i’ induced by K is a coalgebra map, hence equals p x q induced by K’ 
since it makes the required diagrams commute. One then shows that p’ x q’ 
induced by K is an algebra map hence equals j # i induced by K’ since it 
makes the required diagrams commute, and that the two bialgebra maps 
are inverse. The condition (iii) states the extent to which j’ and q’ are not 
bialgebra maps. 
Similar results obtain if z is a left action and /I a left coaction. This is 
the correct situation for duality considerations. For if A is a finite dimen- 
sional left H-module and H a finite dimensional eft A-comodule then A* 
is a left H*-comodule coalgebra by CI* and H* is a left A*-module algebra 
by b*. Hence the dual situation to (H, A, x, b) is of the same form 
(H’, A’, r’, /II’) with A* = H’, H* = A’, LX* = p’, B* = r’. Discussion of 
duality will be deferred to a sequel, but this simple finite dimensional con- 
sideration is useful to keep in mind. It corresponds in the above construc- 
tions to the fact that all expressions above, when written in terms of u and 
fi as linear maps, are transformed into each other under the interchange of 
x with /?, products with coproducts, counits with units, H with A, left-right 
reversal, and reversal of all compositions (for example, the two halves of 
Definition 3.5). In this sense, the antipode defined in Theorem 3.3 is 
precisely self-dual: 
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3.2. Double Crossproducts H,, w, H, 
This section generalizes Theorem 2.3 and is inspired by the paper of [ 11. 
This is made clear in Example 3.14. 
DEFINITION 3.11. Two Hopf algebras (H, B) will be said to be matched 
if there exists a Hopf algebra K, inclusions j, i of H, B, respectively, as sub- 
Hopf algebras, and coalgebra maps p, q to H, B such that 
(i) the map @: H@B+K, @= .K=r,z(jOi) is a linear iso- 
morphism, 
(ii) themap FK+H@B, Y=(p@q)~z~d,obeys @c!Fi(b)j(h) 
wj(h)i(b)VhEH, bEB. 
This definition subsumes the definition of matched pairs of groups given 
in [ 11. Proposition 3.13 below makes clear the connection with bicross- 
products (and a previous notion of matched pairs of Hopf algebras due to 
Singer, see [ 1 ] ). 
PROPOSITION 3.12. (H, B) are a matched pair of Hopf algebras iff B 
is an H-module coalgebra, denoted r, and H is a B-module coalgebra, 
denoted /?, 
r: H@ B -+ B, r(h@b)=h.b, /I: H@ B -+ H, /3(h@b)=h l 6, 
such that Vb, c E B, h, g E H 
h.l,=s,(h) l,, h.(bc)=Ch(,,.b(,,(k,,, l btz,).c (A) 
1,. b = 1 H&B(b), (k) l b=xh l k,,,.b,,,)gt,, l b,*, (B) 
&I, l bw@hwb,~,=~hm l hn@hc,,.b,,,. (Cl 
In this case, the Hopf algebra K is explicit& realized on the set H @ B as 
WWdm-)=~ V+z, l C,z,)gObhc,,.ct,,, 
d,(hOb)=Ch(,,06(,,0h~,,Ob,,,, 
EtAhOb)=Edh)Es(b), l,= l,O l,, 
S,(hOb)=(S,hOl.)..(l,~sS,b) 
and denoted H,w, B. The condition (C) can be stated as 
(d,-tod,)(hOb)EkerBOa, VhEH, bEB. 
If H and B possess skew antipodes SL and SB, then so does H, w, B. 
Explicitly, it is S’,(h@b)=(S’,h@l.).,(l,@S;b). 
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Proof: If (A), (B). (C) hold it is straightforward to check that the 
definition given does define a Hopf algebra Hpw, B with the desired 
properties. (For the antipode, use associativity of multiplication in K. The 
proof for the skew-antipode. when defined, is similar.) Conversely, if (H, B) 
are a matched pair then the map @ means that without loss of generality 
we can consider the product K concretely on the set HO B with 
i(b)j(h) = h@ h (the reversal here is due to our conventions). Then 
d.i(b)j(k)=((iOi):d.b)((jOj)?dHI~). which is as given in the proposi- 
tion. The counit is similar. 
The assumption involving Y asserts that (h@ l,)( 1,06) =p(h,z,@bc,,) 
@ q(h(,, @ b,, ,) for some coalgebra maps p, q. Set r = q, /I =p. Then 
(k)t2, l b~2)0(hg)(1,.b(1,=j(h)j(g) j(b) 
= ho, l (8,l,.bC,,)(2, g,,, l b,,,Ohc,,.(g,,,. b (,,),I,. 
Applying 10 E* to this yields (Bj and applying E”O 1 yields that CI is an 
action (the other remaining facts are similar). The proof is modeled on [ 1, 
Proposition 2.41, where analogous computations are made for matched 
pairs of groups. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let B be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Then 
(H, B, CY, j?) is a matched pair of Hopf algebras {ff (H, B*, x*, /?*) hatle a 
bicrossproduct. Thus the same data lead to HB’ w,. B* and to H, W, B. Here 
the actions and coactions are related by 
/3(h@b)=x (h”‘, b)h”‘, (a, OOb)) = <cc*(aOh), b), 
VhEH, bEB, aEB*, 
where b*(h) = C h”‘@ h”,. 
ProofI That an H-module coalgebra structure on B dualizes to an 
H-module algebra structure on B* is standard; cf. [4]. Similarly the 
B-module coalgebra structure on H dualizes to a B*-comodule coalgebra 
structure. It remains to check (A), (B), (C). Write a*(a@ h) = a 4 h. Then 
from the definitions, 
((a 4 h),,,O(a 4 hJc2,, b@c) 
= (a 4 h, bc) = (a, h.(bc)), 
(a,1, 4 h,l,hC2, ‘i,Oa(z, 4 h,,,“‘, b@c) 
= <q,. h,,,.b,,,)(hc2,‘i’9 bc2,)(q2,, h2,“‘.c) 
= (a, hcl,.b,,,(hc2) l bt2)).c). 
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In this way, (A) in Proposition 3.12 is equivalent to (A) in Theorem 3.3 
applied to (II, B*, cy*, p*). The proofs for (B) and (C) are similarly 
straightforward. 
EXAMPLE 3.14 (cf. [ 11). Let G1, G, be finite groups, z a left action of 
G, on the set G2, /? a right action of G, on the set G,. (G,, G,, u, /3) are 
a matched pair of finite groups, i.e., VU, t’ E G,, s, t E G2, 
de) = e, B.&e) = e, %Ast) = %(S) q?,(U,(t)~ Bs(uu) = 8xL(s,(u) PAL’) 
(this a variant of Section 2, suitable for /3 a right action) iff these actions 
extend linearly to actions rendering (k[G,], k[G,]) a matched pair. 
The double crossproduct is k[G,]@ w, k[Gz] = k[G,, w, G,], where 
G,, w, G, is defined by 
(u, ~1. (h t) = (Pt(~)u, wit)) 
(this is a variant of that given in Theorem 2.3). The bicrossproduct 
WJ”’ ws= k(G) is a variant of that given in Section 2 (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
Proof (i) Recall that k[G,] and k[Gz] are formal linear combina- 
tions of elements in G, and G,, respectively. G, c k[G,] as the group-like 
elements o that du = u @I U, VU E G, . Similarly As = s @ s, Vs E G,. On such 
group-like elements U, o E G, c k[G, ] and s, t E Gz c k[ G,], conditions 
(A), (B) in Proposition 3.12 reduce precisely to the conditions stated for a 
matched pair of finite groups. Conversely, these latter conditions extend by 
linearity to actions obeying the conditions (A) and (B). Condition (C) is 
automatic because both k[G,] and k[G,] are cocommutative. 
(ii) When k[G,] and k[G,] are matched, the product and 
coproduct structures for k[ G, ] B w, k[ Gz] given explicitly in Proposition 
3.12 reduce in the case of U@S, u@ tek[G,lsw, k[G,] to 
Conversely, all the group-like elements are of the form (~0s) for a pair 
(u, s) E G,, w, Gzr where G,, w, Gz is in the form stated. The unit, counit, 
and antipode can similarly be checked. Hence k[Glla w, k[G2] = 
k[G,B~,G,].NotethatwhenBisarightaction,themapB,(u)=8,-,(u-1)-’ 
is a left action. The notions of matched pair of finite groups, etc., recovered 
here are precisely the notions given in Section 2 applied to (G, , Glr a, 8). 
(iii) The explicit formula for /l*(h)-z h”‘@ h”’ given in Proposi- 
tion 3.13 is (#I, s)u’~‘=~~(u), VUEG~ ck[G,], ~EG~c~[G,], i.e., 
/I*(u)=~.(u)E~(G~)@G,~~(G,)@~[G,]. Here the pairing between 
f~ k(G,) and s E G2 c k[G,] is the evaluationf(s). Similarly, a* defined in 
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Proposition 3.13 is z,T(f’)(s)=f’(.x,,(s)), Vj”Ek(G2), SEG,, UEG,. The 
smash product and coproduct structures given in Theorem 3.3 applied to 
(I\-CG,I, 4Gz). z*, 8*, are then, tiz4, c E G, c k[G,], s, r E G,, f. f’e k(G,), 
((UOf).(L‘Of’))(S)=UCOf(X,.(S))f’(S), (d(uOf’))b, t)=uOB,(u)f(st). 
This is a variant of the structure given in Theorem 2.1, suitable for x* a 
right action of k[G,] on k(G,), and /?* a matching left coaction of k(Gz) 
on k[G, 1. This completes the proof of the example. 
4. FURTHER EXAMPLES INCLUDING THE CLASSICAL 
YANGBAXTER EQUATIONS 
(A) The k-Lie algebra version of Theorem 2.3 is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let cx be a linear representation of Lie algebra g, on finite 
dimensional g, as a uector space, and let j3 be a linear representation of Lie 
algebra g, on g, as a t’ector space, 
then the following are equitlalent: 
(i) q(CL 1’1) = Cr;(O, 1’1 + [I, q(l’)l + ra,.,oU) - q&l’) 
BI(C4, 5’1) = C/J,(S), Cl+ CL P,(5’)1+ Pz,.(,,W - Bz,(/,(5’). 
We say in this situation that x is an action by Lie algebra /?-derivations and 
/I? is an action by Lie algebra r-derivations. 
(ii) The bracket on g, @gz defined 61 
C(C, 0, (<‘. /‘)I = (CL 5’1 + p,(r) -B,*(5), CL 1’1 + a#‘) - q(f)) 
is a Lie algebra structure, denoted g,@ w, g,, the bicrossproduct (or bicross- 
sum) Lie algebra. 
Proof Consider the Jacobi identity for the bracket shown in (ii), i.e., 
the vanishing of 
[(S, I), [(t’, I’), (t”, I”)]] + cyclic 
= (C(L 03 (CC’, <“I + P,45”) - P,4<‘), Cl’, [“I 
+ rS.(I”) - qt.(l’))]) + cyclic 
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= (CL CC’, 5”11+ CL PAY-P,45’)1 +B/(cr’? r”l+B,,(5”)-PI~(5’)) 
-B ‘_ Cl 1s’1 + xc.(,‘t, ~ 1c crJC)T . ..) + cyclic 
= (CL CC’, 5”ll + P,(C5’, (“1) - cc, 8,(5”)1+ CE”, rBAS’)l + B,~(,)K’) 
- Ba,,,,,(t;“) +BldB145)) - P14BJ5)) - Bcr~.l-1(T)3 .-  + cyclic. 
Here “ . . ” means the same expression with all occurrences of the symbols 
2, 5 interchanged with those of the symbols 8, 1. “+cyclic” means to add 
the cyclic permutation (5, I) + (<‘, 1’) -+ (<“, I “) + ([, I) and its square. 
Because the expression shown is cyclically averaged, any term may be 
separately rotated. This was done in the last step to obtain the expression 
shown. From this it is clear that u and /3 are actions and obey conditions 
(i) iff the Jacobi identity holds. (To see the converse direction, consider the 
special case [(t;, 0), [(0, I’), (0, l”)]] + cyclic = 0 to see that p is an action, 
and the case [(0, I), [(t’, 0), (c”, 0)]] +cyclic=O to see that B, is an 
z-derivation for each f, etc.) [(l, I), (<, 1)] = 0 holds identically. 
One can show that under favorable circumstances, such an interacting 
pair (g,, gz) does exponentiate to a pair of interacting Lie groups (G,, Gz) 
as in Theorem 2.3, and g, w g, is the Lie algebra of G, w Gz; cf. [26]. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (Lie Bialgebras and D(g)). Let g, =g and g, =g* be 
finite dimensional Lie algebras. Let r = ad* and /? = ad* be mutual coad- 
joint actions (i.e., (z&r), 5’) = (I, [<‘, 51) and (/I,(<), 1’) = (5, [I’, I])). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) g (with cobracket from g*) is a Lie bialgebra as defined in [23]. 
(ii) (g, g*) have a bicrossproduct by the mutual coadjoint actions. 
In this case, gad. wad* g * = D(g) as a Lie algebra. Let g*Op denote g* 
with the opposite Lie coalgebra structure. Then D(g) = gad8 Wad* g*Op is a 
Lie bialgebra with the direct sum Lie coalgebra structure. 
ProojX Recall that the compatibility condition for the Lie algebra and 
Lie coalgebra (g, 6) to be a bialgebra is 6 E Z:,( g, g @ g). Explicitly d6 = 0 
is 6( [<, 5’1) = ad&&<‘)) - ad,.(d(<))V{, <‘~g. In the present case we are 
given (g, g*) a pair of finite dimensional Lie algebras. Let 6 denote the 
dual of the Lie algebra structure on g*, and let 2, /I? be the mutual coad- 
joint actions as stated (so that (10 /)(a<) = /I,(<) for all f l g*). In terms of 
these and the notation SE = l(, ,O 5,2,, we compute 
<l@f’, &II& 5’1)-ad:(d(S’))+ad,,(6(5))) 
=(1,8r,(C5,5’1)>-(101’, [5,r’,,,lo5’(2,+5’r,,oCr,r’(z,I) 
+ (lo,‘, cry 5(,,105,2,+5,,,@ C5’7 <@,I> 
= CL 8,4C5, 5’1) - CL PAY)1 + b%(/~,(5’) + crv 81401 - Bz,.r,&3>. 
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So db = 0: i.e., (g. a) is a bialgebra, iff /? ‘is an r-derivation. Also, by self- 
duality in the axioms. this is true iff g* is a bialgebra with respect to the 
dual of the Lie algebra structure on g. which is true iff c( is a p-derivation. 
Thus for pairs (g, g*) the two equations in Theorem 4.1 (i) are equivalent 
and equivalent to a Lie bialgebra structure. 
In this case we compute 
< C(5,4, (<‘, /‘)I, (l”, 5” )) = (I”, [<, 5’1 +/?,(t’)-/?[j5)> + ... 
= (I”. [<, 5’1) + (S<‘, l”@r) - (St, f”@l’) 
+ (6<“, 101’) + (l’, [<“, Cl> - (I, [S”, (‘I>, 
where “ . . . ” denotes all occurrences of x, r interchanged with those of 8, 
1. Comparing this with Section 1.2, we see that g w g* = D(g). We saw in 
Section 1.2 that this has a canonical solution of the CYBE on it with ad- 
invariant symmetric part, hence by Drinfel’d’s work it is itself a 
quasitriangular Lie bialgebra. The corresponding Lie bracket structure on 
(g w g*)* is explicitly 
< cc4 r), (1’9 <‘)I, (C’9 1”)) 
= (C(t”, I”), (e,, O)lO (0, f”) 
+ (e,, 0) 0 C(5”, l”), (0, f”)l, (4 4) 0 (I’, 4’) > 
= ([C”, C’] + j?/-(y), 1) - (c+(l”), 5) 
- (/I,((“), I’) + ([I”, l] + r<.,(l), 5’) 
= ((ct [‘I, - ct, <‘I), (r”, I”)), 
i.e., as a Lie bialgebra, D(g) =g w g*Op, where g*Op is g* with the opposite 
Lie coalgebra structure. 
The example shows how the Lie algebra bicrossproduct includes the 
concept of a finite dimensional Lie bialgebra introduced independently by 
Drinfel’d and reviewed in Section 1.2. Taking this further, Lemma 1.1 
motivates the following observation. It indicates how to obtain the data 
(g, , g,, a, p) from data of the form (g,, g,, a, r). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let g, and g, be finite dimensional Lie algebras, r: g, + g, 
a linear map, and r an action of g, on g,. Define /I: g, @g, + g, by 
and suppose that r is a /I-derivation. In .this case /? is automatically an 
cl-derioation. Then p is an action iff the expression 
r(C . I)-Cd hr( )l~glOg?Og: 
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is g,-invariant (under the action defined by the adjoint 
dual of cx on gf ). 
ProoJ: Explicitly, we suppose the equation 
Theorem 4.1(i), where /3 is the linear map stated. 
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action on g, and the 
for a&[,, 1’1) in 
Then PdC5, t’l) = 
r 2 ~‘cc,~~1(4 + Cr(O, CT, Cl1 = C rca&O, 5’1 + [CrU), 51, t’l +roat(ar40) + 
[r= x;.(Z), 51 - 5 ++ 5’ = lx,(t), 5’1 + c5, B,(r)1 + &(r)(5) - B,(,,K). 
Hence p, is automatically an a-derivation. Next, /?r,,,.,(S) = r( [r&f), 1’1) + 
roa8,(t)(+~++ I’+ Cr(CL U). 51 while Bl(BI,(5))-B,,(Bl(r))=r~ Q,.~#) 
+ [r(Z), rcx&l’)] + [r(l), [r(l’), t]] -l++l’. Hence B is an action iff 
[5, r( Cl, 1’1) - Cr(O, W)ll = r(CqV), 1’1) - Crc q(4 WI - 1~ I’, 
i.e., iff r( [ , 1) - [r( ), r( )] is invariant. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
This lemma plays an important role in [26], where it is generalized to 
the level of Lie groups [26, Lemma 4.11. Drinfel’d’s construction 
corresponds to a variant of the lemma in the special case g, = g, g, = g*. 
In this variant the Lie algebra structure on g, is itself constructed from r 
such that b in the lemma is the coadjoint action. (Explicitly, it is 
CL 1’1 = %,,)(l’) + ?*(l’) (I). Here r is assumed to have a decomposition into 
self-adjoint and anti-self-adjoint parts with the former ad-invariant.) Then 
g* is indeed a Lie algebra (i.e., /I is indeed an action) and g a Lie bialgebra, 
iff r( [ , 1) - [r( ), r( )] is ad-invariant. In particular, the vanishing of this 
expression is precisely the CYBE. 
Numerous examples of Lie bialgebras are known, associated to solutions 
of the CYBE. This includes a canonical one for all simple complex Lie 
algebras g. Let {E,) denote the root vectors of a Weyl basis with ordered 
root system {i}. Let K~g*@g* be the Killing form and K-‘~g@g its 
inverse. The canonical solution is 
r=C 
E,QE-,sgn i. 
2. K(E,, E-j.) 
+ K-‘. 
Some new examples can be obtained by restricting this to real forms [26]. 
An example is [26, Lemma 2.21. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let g, = su(2). This can be described explicitly as vectors 
in R3 with the vector product, [t, 5’1 = 5 x 5’. Let g, also be defined on R3 
by the rule [I, r’] = e3 x (Ix I’), where e, = (0, 0, 1). Then a&l) = r x I and 
b,(c) = 1 x (5 x e,) satisfy Theorem 4.1. 
If t E R3 and 1 E R3 are paired by the Euclidean inner product, then the 
corresponding Lie bialgebra structure on g, according to Example 4.2 is 
65=5’Qe3-e3Q~. 
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This is generalized to include all compact simple real Lie algebras g, 
in [26]. The purpose of these examples is not, however. to obtain 
bicrossproduct groups (these, per se, tend to be not very interesting) but to 
use the same data to construct new Hopf algebras. We now turn to this. 
(B) The above leads to examples of Proposition 3.12. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let (g, , gz, 2, b) be a pair of interacting Lie algebras. 
Then (g,, gZ) have a bicrossproduct g,8 w, g, iff (V(g,), U(g,)) is a 
matched pair of Hopf algebras. In this case U( g, )B w, U( g,) = U( g,/l w, gz). 
Proof: Note that for the conventions of Section 3.2, gls w, g, should be 
defined analogously to Theorem 4.1 but with /? a right action (the corre- 
sponding left action in Theorem 4.1 is -/?). The Hopf algebra actions Z, j? 
are then induced by the Lie algebra actions as follows. B extends to a right 
action of g2 on U( gl) as an r-derivation, i.e.: 
This makes sense in U( g, ) because of the conditions analogous to Theorem 
4.1(i) and because z is a Lie algebra action. Similarly, a extends to a left 
action of g, on U(gZ) as a p-derivation. Then, by the universal properties 
of universal enveloping algebras, these extend to actions of U( gZ) on C’( g,) 
and of U( g,) on U(gZ) and one can check that they are a matched pair as 
in Proposition 3.12. The converse and the stated isomorphism are obtained 
by restricting to the primitive elements. 
(C) By analogy with the finite dimensional case, Proposition 3.13, one 
expects that the same data (g,, g,, x, /?) as in the previous example lead 
under favorable circumstances to bicrossproducts of the form 
where k[ [gz]] denotes a suitable dual of U(gz). In the case when /I is 
trivial, r is an action by bialgebra maps. Hence in this case U(gz)” 
[4, Chap. 61 is a suitable definition. For in this case the action u dualizes 
to an action r* that restricts to U(g,)“. It would appear that the correct 
definition of the dual for our purposes should be modified according to b. 
This, and the duality theorem analogous to Theorem 2.2, is deferred for 
further work. 
(D) The Hopf algebra analogue of Example 4.2 is 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra and S’ its 
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skew-antipode. Let B = H *Op denote the dual Hopf algebra to H but with 
the opposite coalgebra. Let x and /3 be given, Vh E H, b E B, a E H, by 
(+Ob), a> =c <b, W~&h~,,), B(hOb)=Ch,,,@, S’WwVq,,). 
Then (H, B, 2, fl) are a matched pair and the associated double 
crossproduct is Drinfel’d’s “quantum double,” H, w, B = D(H). 
Proof: That (s(, 8) have the properties needed for Proposition 3.12 can 
be checked directly. It also follows from Example 4.7 (which will be 
checked explicitly) via Proposition 3.13. From the explicit formulae stated 
in Proposition 3.12 the Hopf algebra structure is (ha b).( g@ c) = 
h,,,(c,,,, (S’h,,,h,) gOKct,,v (S’h,,,) ?A(,,) = h~,,gOb(c,(S’h~,,)h~,, 
(S’h,*,) ? h,,,). Here ? denotes an unused argument as in Section 1.2. After 
using the skew-antipode property, this coincides with the algebra structure 
of Drinfel’d’s D(H) given in Section 1.2. The other facts are similar. 
Thus we have recovered Drinfel’d’s Hopf algebras D(H), introduced in 
Section 1.2, as examples of Proposition 3.12. There is no restriction on H 
to be commutative or cocommutative. These Hopf algebras are interesting 
because they have elements R obeying the Quantum Yang-Baxter Equa- 
tions as explained in Section 1.2. It is not known if such equations play a 
role in the general double crossproduct construction. 
(E) Finally, applying Proposition 3.13 to the last example leads to 
new non-commutative, non-cocommutative Hopf algebras for eoery Hopf 
algebra with skew-antipode. Finiteness is no longer required. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let H be a Hopf algebra with skew-antipode and 
A = Hop the Hopf algebra with opposite algebra structure. Let a = ad; the 
adjoint action of H on H Op induced by the identity map i: H + Hop. 
Explicitly, this is 
a(aOh)=C 4h,,,)aSAi(h2,), VhE H, aE Hop. 
Here S, is the antipode on Hop. Let B=coi the coaction of Hop on H 
induced by i. Explicitly, this is 
Then HCol~,d, Hop is a bicrossproduct. It has a skew-antipode. 
This is an example of Theorem 3.3 with A = Hop. The definition of adf for 
f E alg( H, A) was reviewed in the introduction of Section 3.1. The definition 
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of co.,- for f l colg(H, A) is dual [3, Sect. 2.31. In the present case i is an 
anti-algebra map. This makes ad, a right action as the next lemma asserts. 
It is a variant of similar constructions in [3, Sect. 2.31, so the proof is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4.8 (cf. [3, Sect. 2.31). Let H, A he Hopf algebras. ff f E 
antialg(H, A) and if there exists S’ a skew-antipode on H, then 
is a right H-module algebra structure on A. 
If f E colg( H, A) and S, is the antipode on A: then 
co.,(h) =Cf(h,,,) S,f(ho,)@h,z, 
is a left A-comodule coalgebra structure on H. 
In the present case, we apply the lemma to f = i: H + A = Hop, the linear 
identity map. Note that S, = i~S’~iC’. Thus to verify the data for 
Theorem 3.3, we only need to verify (A), (B), (C). For (A) we compute 
using the properties of i and S’ that 
These expressions are equal since i is an anti-algebra map and S’ a 
skew-antipode. In addition i a coalgebra map implies EA(a.h) = 
Ea(i(hf,,) ai(S’h,,,)) = EH(h) EA(a). For (B), we compute 
(hg)“‘@ (hg)“’ 
=dg(,,) O,,,) i(S’h,) 4S’g(,,)Oh,2,g(2,9 
hfT,.gC,, g<$‘@J h”‘g,,,“’ 
= i(g,,,) 4h(lj) ( i fh,d 4s’gf2J 4gd i(S’g(5j)Oh(2,g(,b. 
These expressions are equal since i is an anti-algebra map and S’ is a skew- 
antipode. In addition 1, (I)@ l,@‘= i(lH) i(S’l,)@ l,= lA@ 1,. Finally, 
for (C) we compute 
h (ila h (1) . (2,0h,l,“‘= i(h,,J dS’h(,,) iVq4,) aWh(5JOh(2,, 
a.h,l,h,2,‘i’Oh,2, ‘2’=i(h(l,) ai(S’h,,,) i(h(,,) i(S’h,,,)Oh,,,. 
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These are equal by the properties of i and the skew-antipode property. This 
completes the proof of the example. 
For every Hopf algebra H with skew-antipode, this construction gives a 
new Hopf algebra H’“’ wad, Hop, the “mirror product.” Since it also possesses 
a skew-antipode, the construction can be iterated. Although the “mirror 
double” is not generally self-dual, the construction was inspired by duality 
symmetry considerations (see the final paragraph of Section 3.1). In the 
finite dimensional case it is related to Drinfel’d’s “quantum double” D(H) 
by Proposition 3.13 and is non-commutative and non-cocommutative if H 
is. 
From our point of view then, D(H) = H,,: wad: H*Op. To see this, we apply 
Proposition 3.13 with r, fl, c(*, p* given by ad:, co.?, ad,, coi, respectively. 
For h E H, b E B= H*Op, OE Hop the stated relations are then coT(h@ 6) 
= (h”‘, b)h”’ = (6, i(h,,,) SAiVq3J)hrZ, = (6, i((S’htj,)hc,,))h,2, and 
<a, ad,W 0 6)) = (adAa@h), b) = (i(h,,,) aS,i(h,,,), 6) = <i((Yh,,,) 
i-‘(a)hJ, b). Th us ad,+ and co,+ coincide with the actions used in 
Example 4.6, where H*Op was identified as a linear space with H*. This 
completes the proof that Example 4.6 is recovered via Proposition 3.13 
from Example 4.7. 
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